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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

In t roduc t ion  

Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS), was retained by the Tahoe Transportation District 
(TTD) to analyze the potential economic influence of the proposed State Route 89/Fanny Bridge 
Community Revitalization Project (Project) on the surrounding Tahoe City community.  
Transportation infrastructure is an important component of economic activity in any area, and as 
such, this study was conducted to analyze the dynamics and potential influences on local 
economic conditions related to the proposed configuration, a component of the larger Project. 

Methodo logy ,  Res ources ,  and  L im i ta t i ons  

To complete the Economic Analysis, EPS first looked at the current and historical conditions 
prevalent in Tahoe City and the surrounding area to identify the area’s economic drivers, 
performance trends, and competitive position as a regional tourism destination.  Next, a more 
focused assessment of the specific influence of the proposed roadway realignment associated 
with the Project was conducted to evaluate its potential impact on local economic conditions.  
EPS assessed the Project’s potential influence on visitation, retail sales, and the area’s ability to 
attract future capital investment, using a multifaceted approach that included quantitative and 
qualitative research and analysis, utilizing industry research, case studies, and a thorough 
assessment of Tahoe City’s economic composition.  This process included a survey distributed to 
Tahoe City business representatives, which was instrumental in helping characterize business 
trends and tourism dynamics in the area, and the potential impact of the proposed realignment.  
The complete results of the Business Survey are presented in the report Appendices, and the 
findings and implications EPS obtained from the survey are incorporated in various areas 
throughout this report. 

EPS’s analytical process resulted in an examination of likely economic benefits, risks, and 
opportunities related to the Project for purposes of informing decision makers, community 
members, business representatives, public agency staff, elected officials, and other stakeholders. 

Summa ry  o f  F ind ings  

1. It is imperative that the existing State Route 89 (SR 89) remains open to 
vehicular traffic, and that the direct connection between the Fanny Bridge District 
and the roadway be maintained.  If existing SR 89 becomes a County road, the 
connection between the commercial and recreational area around Fanny Bridge to 
SR 89 south of Tahoe City should be preserved.  Any severing of the vehicular 
connection could have negative implications for businesses and attractions in and around 
the Fanny Bridge area.  Project “Alternative 1” (defined in detail in Chapter 4) accomplishes 
this goal, and is the primary subject of this economic analysis and quantification of 
potential impacts.  Throughout this report, reference to the “Project” relates to Alternative 
1 unless otherwise specified. 
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2. Signage and wayfinding amenities are important components of the Project and 
must be carefully designed to maximize visitation to the Tahoe City commercial 
area.  Signage and wayfinding improvements, possibly including prominent 
monumentation that guides visitors into Tahoe City, will help visitors to navigate the area 
and allow them to reach their destination while enhancing traffic flow and economic 
performance of Tahoe City.  Although these improvements already are considered as part 
of the Project, specific details such as wording and placement should be thoughtfully 
considered with local input as appropriate, to maximize the success of the Project. 

3. Any negative impacts to local businesses resulting from construction will be 
minimal, and will be limited in timeframe and confined to the immediate Project 
area.  Construction of the new SR 89 segment under Alternative 1 (the Proposed Action) is 
unlikely to have a significant impact on sales performance during the construction phase 
with proper construction sequencing, outreach, and mitigation (i.e., detailed and dynamic 
traffic control plan).  The new highway realignment would be constructed first, without 
affecting operations along the existing SR 89 roadway (over the Fanny Bridge); therefore, 
interruptions to the businesses located near the “Wye” should be minimal and could be 
mitigated with signage and public outreach.  Furthermore, under this arrangement, no 
displacement of existing businesses would be required. 

4. Office and industrial product is not likely to be materially affected by the Project.  
The Project is unlikely to impact office and industrial businesses in Tahoe City; this reflects 
the fact that such uses primarily are related to residents and others already familiar with 
the Tahoe City environment, with established locations not relying specifically on traffic 
flow or tourist appeal. 

5. Congestion at the SR 28/89 interchange is a major issue affecting Tahoe City’s 
current appeal as a destination.  This congestion deters visitors from the west shore 
area and, perhaps more importantly, discourages west shore residents (primary and 
secondary) from visiting Tahoe City’s boutiques, restaurants, and services.  Likewise, 
existing congestion reduces the destination appeal as a tourism district or gathering place, 
as pedestrians and bicyclists are confronted with high traffic volumes and insufficient 
pathways, crossings, and other wayfinding infrastructure.  Finally, congestion has been 
shown in many cases to reduce local spending where it occurs, simply because time spent 
in traffic amounts to less time exploring and shopping. 

6. A major opportunity to capitalize on increased North Tahoe visitation is being lost 
as Tahoe City’s market share is gradually eroding to nearby areas.  Other nearby 
locales such as Truckee, Squaw Valley, and Northstar are outperforming Tahoe City in 
terms of visitation and retail activity.  Furthermore, Tahoe City is losing sales from west 
shore residents and visitors, some of whom choose to shop in South Lake Tahoe or other 
areas instead of traveling to Tahoe City.  In addition, it is important to continue to invest 
and improve Tahoe City,  to complement improvements in Kings Beach and expands the 
overall Tahoe Basin’s market performance relative to other western tourist destination 
options. 

7. Districts that cater to tourists are well positioned to prosper from the creation of 
a walkable environment.  The Project should help to create a more appealing 
environment that induces both local and visitor customers to stay longer and frequent 
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multiple establishments while parked at a central location, which can provide a substantial 
lift to retail sales. 

8. The Project is likely to increase the overall appeal of Tahoe City by creating a 
more attractive, pedestrian-friendly zone near the Fanny Bridge and reducing 
severe congestion during peak summer periods.  This finding is supported by the 
results of the traffic analysis, case studies, retail sales analysis, key stakeholder interviews 
and surveys, review of pertinent industry literature, and detailed knowledge of Tahoe City’s 
economy. 

9. Visitor spending is an important determinant in Project-related sales performance 
improvements.  Tahoe City’s economy is driven by visitation, and to the degree that 
tourism performance can be improved by way of the Project, all of Tahoe City stands to 
benefit.  The Project will help facilitate the creation of a more enjoyable walking and biking 
experience near the Fanny Bridge area along both SR 89 and SR 28.  As the area increases 
its appeal, additional visitors will be attracted to Tahoe City to experience its revitalization.  
This is likely to lead to improved economic performance throughout the Lake Tahoe area 
(including improved appeal to national and international visitors) or increased regional 
market share at the North Shore, and it could result in an increase in average nights 
stayed and higher average per capita visitor spending. 

10. Case study reviews indicate that public investments in well-conceived complete 
streets, plazas, and other similar  projects are capable of boosting sales tax by 10 
to 20 percent annually.  Areas in Northern California and elsewhere that have 
implemented programs to improve vehicular traffic-related issues and increase pedestrian-
oriented appeal have led to substantial retail sales and visitation improvements.  Given 
North Lake Tahoe’s status as a popular visitor destination and its ability to further enhance 
its standing, the improvements proposed as part of the Project are likely to be well-
received by the visitor population (as well as nearby residents) and are likely to result in 
positive impacts for Tahoe City businesses. 

11. It is reasonable to assume that retail sales in the Primary Market Area could, very 
conservatively, increase by 5 to 10 percent in key tourist-oriented businesses, as 
the Fanny Bridge area is transformed and Tahoe City is able to capture market 
share from other areas.  The incidence of these impacts is likely to differ based on the 
customer orientation and the physical location of the business.  Visitor-oriented or 
pedestrian-oriented businesses would be best positioned for maximum positive impacts. 

12. In total, the entire Tahoe City area is subject to positive retail sales impacts 
ranging from $1.6 million to $3.5 million per year.  While the greatest impacts are 
likely to be felt in the Primary Market Area immediately adjacent to the Project, the 
Secondary Market Area consisting of the remainder of Tahoe City will realize more 
moderate improvements in sales performance.   

13. The Project supports several nearby redevelopment initiatives, which can provide 
substantial economic benefits to the region, including jobs, sales activity, and 
municipal revenues.  For example, the feasibility of a 75-room hotel constructed on one 
of the nearby redevelopment sites will be enhanced by the improvement of traffic flow and 
an enhanced pedestrian environment and could provide nearly $4 million in retail spending, 
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and approximately $450,000 in annual transient-occupancy tax, in addition to the impacts 
stated above. 

14. The magnitude of benefit realized by the Project depends on the quality of 
subsequent implementation actions related to positioning and marketing a new 
”Fanny Bridge District”.  The degree to which this impact to visitation is realized relies 
not only on the Project but on several other factors, including redevelopment of key nearby 
parcels, the introduction of new and compelling amenities, the success of parking or transit 
improvements, the effectiveness of new signage to orient unfamiliar drivers, and the ability 
to attract visitors through events and marketing.  Even a minimal effort could leverage the 
positive impacts associated with improved traffic flows and a more inviting pedestrian 
environment, directly benefiting the area anchored by the visitor center, museum, outdoor 
restaurants, and recreation. 
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2. ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

The following sections present an assessment of economic conditions in Tahoe City and the 
surrounding area.  EPS conducted extensive economic research and analysis to evaluate past, 
present, and likely future economic conditions using a variety of data sources and research 
studies.  In addition, qualitative feedback was obtained through a series of interviews with local 
economic experts and business owners.  This economic context is important to establish a 
foundation on which further study of the economic ramifications of the Project can be based. 

Popu la t ion  

A primary economic issue that has affected Tahoe City and the surrounding area for many years 
is the substantial loss of many full-time residents.  Table 1 demonstrates existing full-time 
resident population levels as compared to previous levels in Tahoe City and the surrounding 
areas.  As shown, the Tahoe City area lost more than 20 percent of its population in a 10-year 
span (from 2000 to 2010). 

 
 

Table 1

Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Plan

Population Trends in Tahoe City and Surrounding Areas

2000 2010

Community Population Population % Change

Tahoe City 3,997 3,161 -21%

Other Nearby Areas

Carnelian Bay 1,928 1,170 -39%

Dollar Point 1,539 1,215 -21%

Tahoma 1,282 1,037 -19%

Homewood 840 744 -11%

Kings Beach 4,802 4,414 -8%

Tahoe Vista 669 788 18%

"community_pop"

Source:  Placer County, TBCP Background Report dated April 23, 2013.
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A review of school enrollment data demonstrates an even more pronounced decline in the 
population of school-aged children.  As shown in Table 2, total enrollment in the Tahoe-Truckee 
Unified School District declined by more than 30 percent from 2002 to 2012.  It is clear from 
these data the North Lake Tahoe Region is experiencing significant fluctuations in population and 
does not behave like other geographic areas (such as Placer County overall, the Sacramento 
Region, the Bay Area, or California in general), which have exhibited much more slow and steady 
population growth rates during this period. 

 
 

Second  Homeowners  

The loss of full-time residents has been influenced in large part by severe home price escalations 
caused by an influx of affluent residents of other areas (mostly the San Francisco Bay Area) who 
have purchased second homes to use on an occasional basis.  Some of these homes then are 
rented out to tourists, while others remain vacant for the vast majority of the year when not in 
use by the owner. 

Table 3 shows 64 percent of the residential units in Tahoe City are owned by absentee owners, 
which is approximately the average rate for the entire North Lake Tahoe area. 

Table 2

Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Plan

School District Enrollment

% Change

2001 - 02

District/ Area 2001 - 02 2006 - 07 2011 - 12 to 2011 - 12

Tahoe-Truckee Joint Unified 5,570 4,108 3,838 -31.1%

Placer County Overall 58,228 64,401 68,813 18.2%

Sacramento Region 374,927 395,240 400,290 6.8%

Bay Area 818,677 821,804 850,220 3.9%

California 6,147,375 6,286,943 6,220,993 1.2%

"enrollment"

Sources:  California Department of Education

School Year/ Annual Enrolment
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This loss in the number of full-time residents has affected Tahoe City in many ways, including by 
changing the character of the commercial base of the town.  Absentee owners generally provide 
far less financial support to local businesses than do full-time residents, and the spending from 
these constituents is often concentrated in very discrete peak periods during the year and is not 
spread throughout the year as would be the case with a full-time homeowner.  Tahoe City’s 
commercial performance and composition reflect this observation, as it is heavily influenced by 
tourism and sales activity, which is clustered into brief peak seasons. 

 

Table 3

Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Plan

Absentee Ownership of Residential Units, 2012

Owner Absentee Total Percent

Area Occupied Owner Units Absentee

Tahoe City 4,202 7,586 11,788 64%

Carnelian Bay 2,932 3,127 6,059 52%

Homewood 125 933 1,058 88%

Tahoma 31 153 184 83%

Kings Beach 421 1,623 2,044 79%

Olympic Valley 267 1,579 1,846 86%

Tahoe Vista 145 642 787 82%

Total 8,123 15,643 23,766 66%

Source:  Placer County Travel Industry Assessment and Detailed Economic Impact 

     Estimates, prepared by Dean Runyan Associates, 2013.
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3. TAHOE CITY COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

Tahoe City is among the primary nodes of economic activity in the North Shore.  The community 
serves an important function in the region by providing a variety of local- and visitor-serving 
businesses, including grocery stores, restaurants, retailers, banks, professional offices, etc. and 
serves as the gateway to many world-class ski and summer resorts. 

Figure 1 shows sales tax collections in Tahoe City over the past 10 years.  As shown, sales tax 
activity in Tahoe City in 2012 was similar to a decade ago, a dynamic that also is mirrored by the 
larger Tahoe Basin.  During this 10-year period, sales tax collections in Tahoe City fluctuated 
from approximately $960,000 at the peak (2006) to approximately $760,000 at the trough 
(2009), a decline of approximately 20 percent.  More recently, sales tax collections were 
approximately $825,000 in 2012, which is approximately 14 percent off from the peak in 2006 
but is similar to levels seen in 2003.  Early impressions are that 2013 has been an even stronger 
year and sales tax collections are likely to be above 2012 levels.  This fluctuating trend is similar 
to that observed in the rest of the surrounding market area, which comprises the Tahoe Basin 
portion of Placer County.  Interestingly, Tahoe City’s sales tax revenue as a percentage of the 
Tahoe Basin’s (in Placer County) has been slowly eroding each year, from 54 percent in 2003 to 
51 percent in 2012. 

Figure 1 
Sales Tax Receipts in North Lake Tahoe (Placer County) and Tahoe City 
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Reta i l  Cha rac te r  

The composition of retail in Tahoe City has evolved to become predominantly visitor-serving.  For 
example, as highlighted throughout EPS’s outreach process, there are very few stores in Tahoe 
City that offer staples such as linens, kitchen utensils, or professional apparel.  In addition, the 
number of gasoline stations in Tahoe City declined from 4 to 2 over the past decade as the 
number of local residents has decreased, and a larger proportion of shoppers overall has chosen 
to purchase gasoline in less costly areas.  As the number of local-serving businesses has 
declined, shops geared toward the visitor population have taken their place.  As a result, the 
economic health of Tahoe City has become a function of the ebb and flow of tourists to the area.   

Tour i sm Assessment  

Visitor Profile 

Tahoe City is a key visitor destination within the North Lake Tahoe Region, which receives 
approximately 2.5 million to 3.0 million visitor-days annually1.  The Town is one of North Lake 
Tahoe’s few commercial hubs, providing visitors with shopping, dining, and recreational 
amenities.  Visitors to the North Lake Tahoe area originate from a variety of locations throughout 
the U.S., although the majority of visitors are comprised of a drive-up market that originates 
from Northern California, primarily the San Francisco Bay Area and the Sacramento Valley. 

Tahoe City is strategically located at one of the major highway gateways to the Tahoe Basin and 
links the West Shore to other areas along the North Shore.  Tahoe City features a key 
transportation linkage to popular regional attractions such as Emerald Bay, Meeks Bay, Sugar 
Pine State Park, and other points.  It also is close to destinations along SR 89 near the Tahoe 
Basin, such as Alpine Meadows, Squaw Valley, and Truckee. 

Repeat Visitors 

A large proportion of tourists in Tahoe City are repeat visitors.  The area accommodates many 
families that have second homes or cabins in the area and come to the North Lake Tahoe area 
several times a year.  A visitor survey administered by RRC Associates (RRC) in 2012 indicated 
that 58 percent of visitors to the North Lake Tahoe area had visited at least once in the past 
5 years, and a large portion of these respondents had multiple visits during the 5-year period. 

Tahoe City is an established commercial area that generates a large proportion of its sales from 
repeat customers, as evidenced by qualitative feedback obtained by EPS through interviews with 
local stakeholders and a retail business survey administered by EPS for this assignment. 

Activities 

There are a variety of activities that visitors to the Tahoe City area engage in, including skiing, 
sightseeing, rafting, mountain biking, boating, fishing, hiking, shopping, beach going, and other 
event attendance.    According to the 2012 Visitor Survey conducted by RRC, general sightseeing 
is the most popular warm-weather activity of North Lake Tahoe visitors, followed by dining, 
hiking, shopping, running/walking, and a variety of other miscellaneous activities.  It should be 

                                            

1 From Runyan, 2009 and 2013.  Figures include entire North Lake Tahoe area. 
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noted that this was a summer survey, so winter activities were not quantified; it can be assumed 
that the primary activity during winter is skiing. 

Missing Elements 

Although Tahoe City’s visitor market has been consistent over the last several years, there are 
several elements that have been noted as lacking from local offerings that could be enhanced to 
better serve the needs of both residents and visitors of Tahoe City. 

A primary need is enhanced lodging opportunities in Tahoe City.  Tahoe City is home to just four  
motels, all of which were constructed in the 1960s and 1970s.  While some improvements to the 
properties have been made through the years, none offers the “four-star” level of quality that 
many visitors today have come to expect when visiting similar resort and destination locales.  In 
most cases, the lodging properties lack even the most common amenities found in more 
contemporary or updated lodging properties. 

Next, there appears to be a need for additional volume and diversity of shopping and dining 
options to serve the visitor population, year-round residents, and second homeowners.  EPS’s 
stakeholder interviews and surveys indicated a strong need for new offerings, such as household 
goods, affordable family dining, and additional recreational amenities. 

The Fanny Bridge area, which has the potential to become a unique and defined district while 
complementing the existing commercial area along SR 28, currently presents as a somewhat 
chaotic array of cars, pedestrians, parking lots, and land uses with rafting operations and 
restaurants coexisting along the riverfront.  By removing regional pass-through traffic that is not 
related to tourism or other Tahoe City destinations, the traffic in the district should be greatly 
calmed, facilitating the safe integration of pedestrian and bicycle movements in the district, 
bolstering its appeal, improving access to businesses, and supporting existing recreational and 
cultural sites.  The potential creation of an additional “commons” area in Tahoe City likely will 
result in positive economic impacts to lifestyle-oriented and visitor-oriented retailers, similar to 
the economic benefits associated with a well-conceived “complete streets” project. 

Reg iona l  C om pet i t i ve  Pos i t i on  

As described elsewhere, Tahoe City is an important part of the tourism and commercial fabric 
that makes up North Lake Tahoe and the entire Tahoe Region.  However, Tahoe City has found 
itself competing with a strengthening segment of competitors for visitation that are located 
outside the basin, such as the nearby Town of Truckee and the Squaw Valley and Northstar ski 
resort areas.  Another source of competition may come from Kings Beach, which is undergoing a 
potentially transformative redevelopment process.  However, both Tahoe City and Kings Beach 
participate together in providing diverse offerings to the public, and the overall effect of 
improving both communities is likely to be a strengthening of North Tahoe’s market share.  In 
this light, it is important to recognize the common objectives that destinations inside and outside 
the Tahoe Basin have in providing appeal to multiple-day visitors. 

Importantly, the Lake Tahoe Region in general has lost some appeal to its “bread-and-butter” 
drive-up population centers of San Francisco and Sacramento to places such as Napa and 
Monterey.  These destination areas are near these population centers, have invested in their 
commercial core areas, and tend to provide activities and entertainment options that cater to a 
wider demographic range. 
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Tahoe City’s commercial activity has declined (as evidenced by a decline in sales tax revenue) by 
approximately 20 percent from its peak in 2006 to 2012 (see Figure 1).  It appears Tahoe City 
may be losing market share to the outlying resort areas of Squaw Valley and Northstar, which 
have been proactive in enhancing the hotel, shopping, dining, and recreational options offered to 
visitors.  While Tahoe City has taken steps to enhance its tourism offerings, it does not appear 
the town has been as aggressive—or as successful—in taking steps to compete for market share. 

Table 4 shows that while Tahoe City’s sales tax collections (used as a proxy for retail sales)2 
declined by 18 percent from 2000 to 2012, the resort areas outside the basin have grown by 
47 percent.3 

These data are shown in a different array in Table 5, demonstrating each community’s 
percentage of sales tax (which is used a proxy for regional “market share”) and the change since 
2000.  As shown, Tahoe City’s market share has declined from 42.6 percent of total sales tax 
collections in 2000 to 34.9 percent in 2012, while the resort areas of Northstar and Squaw Valley 
have increased their market share from 20.3 percent to 29.9 percent, respectively.4 

 

                                            

2 EPS recognizes that sales tax data does not include spending on non-taxable goods such as grocery. 
3 Please note there are different sources used for Tables 4 and 5 and for the chart in the beginning of 
this chapter.  The annual amounts shown differ slightly because of data collection methodologies or 
incongruence of fiscal-versus-calendar-year timeframes. 
4 While these tables do not include Truckee (which is another important recipient of regional 
spending), Truckee’s sales tax collections remained constant from 2000 to 2012.  Therefore, its impact 
on market share has remained the same and would not impact the results of Tables 4 and 5. 
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Table 4

Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Plan

Retail Sales Tax Collection By Region, 2000 - 2012

Area 2000 2012 % Change

Within Basin

Tahoe City $906,302 $744,367 -17.9%

Kings Beach $225,207 $284,323 26.2%

Tahoe Vista $191,104 $135,573 -29.1%

West Shore $228,278 $202,883 -11.1%

Carnelian Bay $71,391 $101,593 42.3%

Tahoe Misc. $74,390 $27,766 -62.7%

Subtotal $1,696,672 $1,496,505 -11.8%

Outside Basin

Northstar $116,669 $229,162 96.4%

Squaw/ Alpine $316,514 $407,758 28.8%

Subtotal $433,183 $636,920 47.0%

Total $2,129,855 $2,133,425 0.2%

Source:  North Lake Tahoe Resort Association
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A similar account of Tahoe City’s loss of regional market share also can be considered by viewing 
Transient-Occupancy Tax (TOT) collections, which reflect visitation and visitor spending.  
Table 6 shows total TOT revenues collected in various North Lake Tahoe areas.  As shown, TOT 
collections have been fairly stable overall over the past 4 years.  However, the resort areas 
outside the basin (such as Northstar, Squaw Valley, and Alpine Meadows) have outperformed 
other areas in the basin, demonstrating a growth of 37.7 percent, as compared to 0.6 percent for 
areas in the Tahoe Basin.  At 2.9-percent growth during this period, Tahoe City’s TOT collections 
mirror the relatively “stagnant” trend observed in other areas in the basin. 

Table 5

Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Plan

Retail Sales Tax Collection By Region, 2000 - 2012

Share

Retail Market Retail Market Increase/

Area Sales Tax Share Sales Tax Share (Decrease)

Within Basin

Tahoe City $906,302 42.6% $744,367 34.9% -7.7%

Kings Beach $225,207 10.6% $284,323 13.3% 2.8%

Tahoe Vista $191,104 9.0% $135,573 6.4% -2.6%

West Shore $228,278 10.7% $202,883 9.5% -1.2%

Carnelian Bay $71,391 3.4% $101,593 4.8% 1.4%

Tahoe Misc. $74,390 3.5% $27,766 1.3% -2.2%

Subtotal $1,696,672 79.7% $1,496,505 70.1% -9.5%

Outside Basin

Northstar $116,669 5.5% $229,162 10.7% 5.3%

Squaw/ Alpine $316,514 14.9% $407,758 19.1% 4.3%

Subtotal $433,183 20.3% $636,920 29.9% 9.5%

Total $2,129,855 100.0% $2,133,425 100.0% 0.0%

Source:  North Lake Tahoe Resort Association

2000 2012
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Despite its challenges, EPS believes Tahoe City has the potential to regain some of this market 
share by bolstering efforts to reposition itself as an authentic commercial town center and 
cultural hub of the North Lake Tahoe area, building its existing amenities such as the lake, river, 
museums, and other cultural assets and its stature as a well-known and authentic tourism 
destination. 

 

Table 6

Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Plan

Annual TOT Collections in North Lake Tahoe Sub-Areas

Item 2008 / 09 2009 / 10 2010 / 11 2011 / 12 % Change

Inside Basin

Tahoe City $1,015,261 $996,075 $999,915 $1,025,230 1.0%

Carnelian Bay $550,439 $591,281 $600,262 $638,710 16.0%

Kings Beach $628,230 $573,342 $568,045 $561,378 -10.6%

Tahoe Vista $566,646 $564,821 $674,248 $619,037 9.2%

West Shore $1,114,653 $1,050,051 $1,044,020 $1,054,938 -5.4%

Total Inside Basin $3,875,229 $3,775,570 $3,886,490 $3,899,293 0.6%

Outside Basin

Northstar $1,087,335 $2,013,546 $2,729,979 $2,669,835 145.5%

Squaw $2,947,748 $2,754,750 $3,137,992 $2,931,897 -0.5%

Alpine Meadows $130,511 $126,716 $144,405 $132,927 1.9%

Total Outside Basin $4,165,594 $4,895,012 $6,012,376 $5,734,659 37.7%

Total $8,040,823 $8,670,582 $9,898,866 $9,633,952 19.8%

"tot"

Source:  Placer County
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4. OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT’S INFLUENCE ON PRIMARY AND 

SECONDARY MARKET AREAS 

The future economic performance of Tahoe City, as affected by the Project, is related to whether 
improved pedestrian environments, circulation, traffic flow, streetscaping, enhanced bicycle and 
pedestrian facilities, and public spaces and amenities can improve the economic performance of 
the town, despite potential impacts to individual business. 

Presently, motorists endure very long queues on a regular basis as they approach Tahoe City, 
particularly from SR 89 northbound from the west shore.  These delays, reaching more than an 
hour in some cases, affect travel patterns and habits among local residents and visitors and lead 
to frustration and negative impressions of the area as a vacation destination.  Congestion also 
results in negative economic impacts to businesses because tourists in long queues are not 
spending discretionary money on goods and services while stuck in traffic.  In addition, economic 
productivity and business performance can be impacted because employees attempting to travel 
to work can experience the same delay as can the timely delivery of freight and goods. 

This chapter provides an overview of the Project and surrounding areas, keying on pertinent 
factors likely to impact visitation and economic activity, and uses available information to make 
rational judgments regarding potential economic effects of the Project. 

Descr ip t ion  o f  A l te rna t i ves  Ana lyzed  

To conduct this Economic Analysis, EPS has grouped these various alternatives into four 
categories, as summarized below. 

Category 1:  New SR 89 Alignment—Fanny Bridge Becomes Local Road 

 Description:  Under this option, a new highway and bridge would be constructed from 
existing SR 89 south of Fanny Bridge across the Truckee River to a point next to the Caltrans 
maintenance facility.  This new roadway will accommodate pass-through non-destination 
traffic, as well as freight traffic.  Local traffic through Tahoe City would still be permitted and 
be supported by wayfinding signage to direct drivers seeking Tahoe City or other north shore 
destinations.  The newly designated “local road” (along the existing Fanny Bridge) potentially 
could be closed periodically to hold community events or festivals, and could be operated as 
a “main street,” providing a unique opportunity that does not exist in any community in the 
Tahoe Basin.  Fanny Bridge would be rehabilitated or replaced to address the structural 
deficiencies identified by Caltrans. 

 Environmental Document Alternative(s):  Alternative 1. 

Category 2:  New SR 89 Alignment—Existing Fanny Bridge Closed to Through 
Traffic 

 Description:  Under this option, the realignment of SR 89 would be the same as in 
Category 1.  However, the through traffic connection from Tahoe City to SR 89 south to the 
West Shore would be severed, and the remaining “old” SR 89 alignment would either be 
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turned to cul-de-sacs at each end or the roadway would remain but would simply be closed 
to traffic over Fanny Bridge.  Fanny Bridge would be rehabilitated or replaced to address the 
structural deficiencies identified by Caltrans. 

 Environmental Document Alternative(s):  Alternatives 2, 3, and 4. 

Category 3:  Fanny Bridge Widened to Four or Five Lanes 

 Description:  Category 3 would retain the existing SR 89 in its current alignment, but Fanny 
Bridge would be widened considerably with a new bridge to allow four or five lanes of traffic, 
plus a more substantial signalized intersection (or round-about) at the existing SR 89/28 
intersection.  Sidewalks and bike lanes would be constructed, and SR 89 would remain a 
State highway, thereby eliminating any potential to reclaim the Fanny Bridge and provide for 
a local “main street.” 

 Environmental Document Alternative(s):  Alternatives 6 and 6A. 

Category 4:  No Project 

 Description:  Under this category, no significant action would be taken to reconfigure the 
roadway or address existing traffic deficiencies and safety issues.  Any actions required to 
address the bridge’s structural deficiencies would not be completed by TTD.  Another agency 
could implement a separate bridge rehabilitation or replacement project, or gradual upgrades 
may be implemented through routine maintenance by Caltrans.  No specific improvements to 
the bridge are planned by Caltrans or another agency other than those described in this 
study. 

 Environmental Document Alternative(s):  Alternative 5—“No Build.” 

Se lec t ion  o f  P re fe r red  A l te rna t i ve  fo r  Fur the r  S tudy  

EPS has deemed Category 1 as the Preferred Alternative from an economic perspective and has 
performed a detailed quantitative impact analysis on this alternative in the sections that follow 
below.  EPS’s research and analysis indicates that Category 1 would be superior from an 
economic perspective for a variety of reasons, as explained below. 

First, the continued use of a direct roadway linkage over Fanny Bridge is a vital connection that 
should be preserved.  Maintaining a direct vehicular linkage among Tahoe City and the southern 
area (while providing gateway monuments and enhanced wayfinding/signage) will be important 
to ensure that drivers who may be unfamiliar with the area can easily locate Tahoe City.  
Furthermore, existing businesses and attractions along this alignment, such as the Bridgetender 
and Bank of the West, and recreation sites, such as the Gatekeepers Museum, would still be 
provided access from both the northbound and southbound directions. 

Secondly, Category 1 allows flexibility, in that the existing roadway alignment could remain open 
to traffic and accommodate both familiar and unfamiliar drivers, yet during certain key times of 
the year, the roadway along and near the bridge could be temporarily closed to hold community 
events such as Famer’s Markets in the summer and Snowfest in the winter.  Each bring 
additional tourist and local customers to spend time and money in Tahoe City but currently lack 
ideal locations. 
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Third, Category 1 would allow for reduced traffic congestion along either route (the new or 
existing alignments) during periods of heavy traffic volume.  This option would allow efficient 
vehicle travel in the Tahoe City/West Shore area. 

There are several drawbacks that certain other options pose that render them inferior as 
compared to Category 1.  For example, while Category 3 keeps the direct linkage to Tahoe City 
open through a new four- or five-lane roadway, the new roadway and intersection improvements 
that would be required to accommodate traffic would create a much less pedestrian-friendly zone 
and likely would require right-of-way acquisition from commercial properties, which could entail 
physical impacts to existing businesses and could increase substantially overall Project costs.  
Another opportunity that Category 3 does not provide for is dedication of existing SR 89 to Placer 
County as a local road that would allow for potential local design elements such as public art, 
landscaping, on-street parking, and temporary closures for community events.   Furthermore, 
Category 3 would likely create access and parking issues that are likely to present challenges for 
adjacent businesses and for the performance of the Fanny Bridge District and surrounding area. 

For these reasons, EPS analyzed Category 1 (Alternative 1) for a more detailed quantitative 
assessment of the potential economic impacts of the Project, as presented in Chapter 5 of this 
report. 

Def in i t i on  and  Charac te r i za t ion  o f  Marke t  A reas  

To assess the potential economic implications of these endeavors, EPS created Primary and 
Secondary “Market Areas,” which comprise the boundaries shown in Map 1.  As shown, the 
Primary Market Area (PMA) generally comprises the area surrounding and immediately adjacent 
to the existing SR 89 alignment.  This is the area of incidence for most direct effects.  The 
Secondary Market Area (SMA) considers a broader geographic area that also will receive impacts, 
which includes the remainder of broader Tahoe City from the Lighthouse Shopping Center to the 
PMA. 

Although additional nearby areas, such as Homewood, Alpine Meadows, and Squaw Valley, are 
likely to experience some effect from the Project, these impacts are not quantified in this 
analysis.  Any impacts felt in these areas are likely to be positive, as the result of improved 
access or improved connectivity, and are considered as potential “upsides” that the Project may 
confer on these areas and on the regional economy. 



Map 1 

Primary and Secondary Market Areas 
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Land Use 

Table 7 shows the total building square footage, broken down among major business categories 
in the PMA and SMA.  The information presented in this table is gleaned from several data 
sources, including Placer County Assessor’s parcel data, Google Earth imagery, interviews with 
property owners and business representatives, and multiple site visits conducted by EPS.  While 
the categorization of business types is imperfect because of certain inconsistencies in the 
assessor’s parcel data and also because of the incidence of businesses  being cohoused in all 
types of buildings and shopping centers (including many in former residential properties 
converted to retail), it is the best available information, given the resources available for this 
study. 

As shown, Tahoe City consists of approximately 450,000 square feet of nonresidential building 
space, of which approximately 100,000 square feet are located in the PMA and 350,000 square 
feet are located in the SMA.  This building space is apportioned among several business 
categories, including grocery (approximately 17 percent of total), office space (approximately 
17 percent of total), lodging (approximately 13 percent of total), and restaurants (approximately 
11 percent of total).  A large portion of building space in Tahoe City is occupied by the 
“Miscellaneous Retail” and “Services” categories (approximately 33 percent among these two 
categories).  Miscellaneous Retail generally comprises buildings and shopping centers containing 
various types of retail-oriented businesses, which could include anything from book stores, auto 
parts, tourist-oriented gift shops, antique stores, florists, and many more.  The Services category 
includes businesses such as laundromats/dry cleaners, hair salons, etc. 

 

Table 7

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Summary of Square Footage in Total Market Area [1]

Category Sqft % of Total Sqft % of Total Sqft % of Total

Restaurant 7,184 7.2% 42,245 11.8% 49,429 10.8%

Sporting Goods/ Rentals 2,783 2.8% 16,853 4.7% 19,636 4.3%

Hardware 5,237 5.2% 10,351 2.9% 15,588 3.4%

Recreation 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Grocery 27,512 27.5% 50,030 14.0% 77,542 17.0%

Gas Station 3,688 3.7% 0 0.0% 3,688 0.8%

Services 3,617 3.6% 54,776 15.4% 58,393 12.8%

Misc. Retail 10,181 10.2% 82,433 23.1% 92,613 20.3%

Office 39,906 39.9% 39,437 11.1% 79,343 17.4%

Lodging 0 0.0% 60,607 17.0% 60,607 13.3%

Total 100,107 100.0% 356,731 100.0% 456,838 100.0%

"sqft_summ"

[1]  Does not include industrial building space.

Primary Study Area Secondary Study Area Total
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Characterization of Tahoe City Commercial Activity 

EPS administered a survey (Business Survey) to gain a better understanding of the business and 
customer dynamics prevalent in Tahoe City and the surrounding area.  This Business Survey was 
sent to all members of the Tahoe City Downtown Association, as well as to a database of local 
business representatives furnished by TTD.  The Business Survey asked several questions 
regarding customer makeup, performance trends, and relation to transportation and wayfinding.  
EPS received 60 completed surveys, the complete results of which are shown in Appendix C and 
are used to characterize business activity in Tahoe City in the sections below. 

Customer Composition and Seasonality 

According to the Business Survey, the customer makeup of Tahoe City businesses is split 
approximately evenly among full-time residents, part-time residents, and visitors to the area.  
Unsurprisingly, business activity in Tahoe City is highly seasonal, as business activity is much 
larger during the peak summer and winter months according to survey respondents.  The 
summer season in particular is noted as having the highest sales by nearly 80 percent of survey 
respondents (see Business Survey questions 6 and 12). 

The average age of the Tahoe City businesses responding to the Business Survey is nearly 
24 years old.  Only 6 businesses reported being open fewer than 5 years, and many survey 
respondents have been in business for more than 50 years.  This is remarkable longevity and 
demonstrates the degree to which Tahoe City businesses are known among their customers 
(having been around for such a substantial amount of time) and are either offering a product or 
service that has been desired by the marketplace over the long term or business operators have 
been able to shift to better meet the needs of their individual markets. 

Repeat customers are a significant portion of the sales that occur in Tahoe City, as more than 
68 percent of respondents indicated repeat customers comprise more than half of their sales. 

EPS has assessed the potential future performance trends of existing Tahoe City, based on 
feedback received from local businesses, as well as the Business Survey.  According to this 
research, most businesses in Tahoe City reported that business is up in 2013, as compared to 
previous years.  Furthermore, a vast majority of businesses surveyed indicated they anticipate 
future prospects to be even stronger than current levels.  Only 5 percent of businesses expect 
future conditions to be weaker. 

EPS has used the information gained regarding the business dynamics of Tahoe City enterprises 
to characterize and quantify the potential impact of the Project on the Tahoe City economy. 
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5. IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

EPS synthesized the research and analysis provided throughout this report to evaluate potential 
economic benefits, risks, and opportunities the Project could confer on the Tahoe City 
community.  The economic context data, tourism market analysis, bypass research, and study of 
the Tahoe City area business dynamics are all important components of this synthesis. 

EPS carefully and systematically assessed the potential effect of the Project on the local economy 
and identified four major categories of impact the Project may generate.  These categories are 
listed below and are described in greater detail in this chapter: 

1. Traffic Implications. 
2. Visitation Implications. 
3. Investment Implications. 
4. Retail Activity Implications. 

 

Tra f f i c  Imp l i ca t ions  

A primary goal of the Project, as documented in the Lake Tahoe Environmental Improvement 
Program (EIP), Lake Tahoe Regional Transportation Plan, and Tahoe City Community Plan, is to 
alleviate the severe traffic congestion that exists in and around Tahoe City, allowing the existing 
Fanny Bridge area to evolve with less heavily traveled and congested roadways caused by 
through traffic and enhancing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.  The improvements the 
Project proposes to undertake are intended to relieve traffic congestion at the “choke point” of 
the SR 89/28 intersection, which will allow vehicular traffic to travel more freely around the 
entire area and improve access for destination traffic. 

Concerns have been raised over the potential loss of pass-by traffic associated with the Project 
and the possible impact on sales activity at local businesses.  However, these concerns appear to 
be unfounded because the vehicular traffic volume will remain in the Tahoe City area.   
Congestion relief and improved traffic flow are the primary vehicle circulation benefits that would 
influence economic effects.   

Table 8 shows predicted traffic volumes at key locations with the implementation of 
Alternative 1 as compared to the “no project” alternative.  As shown, the total number of vehicle 
trips that occur throughout the Tahoe City commercial area are predicted to remain 
approximately the same under the Project.  Along the segment of SR 28 between the existing 
SR 89/29 intersection and the new SR 89 alignment (where the two gasoline stations and the 
rafting operations reside), the number of vehicle trips is anticipated to be approximately 
2-percent greater than existing “no-project” levels.  The most prominent change in traffic 
conditions is a significant reduction in the number of total trips along existing SR 89, from the 
new realignment up to the existing SR 89/29 intersection (over Fanny Bridge), because a 
majority of this traffic is rerouted to the new alignment.  There are a small number of businesses 
located on this roadway segment, and because these businesses are established and popular 
regional attractions, they are not likely to receive negative impacts from a decline in roadway 
traffic volumes.  As described elsewhere in this report, existing research and case-study analysis 
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demonstrates that businesses that are established and tourism-oriented are the most well-
positioned to experience benefit from infrastructure investments such as that which is considered 
for the Project.  To the extent the Project can spur the evolution of the Fanny Bridge District to a 
more prominent regional attraction, these businesses stand to benefit substantially through 
increased pedestrian and bicycle traffic, as well as the creation of a community gathering area 
and tourist destination. 

 
 

Under Alternative 1, the Fanny Bridge “district” would experience lower pass-through traffic, and 
improvements to the remaining transportation facilities would allow for a more bicycle- and 
pedestrian-friendly area, which would facilitate the creation of a scenic and vibrant tourism 
district.  It is envisioned this district could become more appealing and walkable, and related 
traffic, pedestrian, and bicycle conflicts at roadway crossings would be alleviated significantly.  
As discussed earlier, the district has the ability to evolve from its current status as a congested 
traffic corridor to something more akin to a “community square.”  In EPS’s experience and 
expertise in analyzing regional lifestyle development concepts, such as those described in 
Appendix B, successful pedestrian-oriented districts are immediately accessible to large 
volumes of traffic but avoid large volumes of pass-through traffic traveling in them.  In this case, 
the Project benefits from a substantial volume of traffic near but outside the district, but the 
interior of the district benefits from traffic calming.  This is expected to provide a more rewarding 
experience for clientele of the lifestyle-oriented restaurants, points of interest, and cultural 
assets found in this area.  The most important variables affecting the degree of success are easy 

Table 8

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Predicted Traffic Volumes, Alternative 1

Percent

Location No Project With Project Change

Highway 28 East of Mackinaw 24,600 24,600 0.0%

Highway 89 West of New Bypass 19,100 19,100 0.0%

Highway 89 West of Existing Intersection 20,800 21,200 1.9%

Fanny Bridge 26,400 10,800 -59.1% [1]

[1]  Converts to pedestrian district still open to vehicles.

Source:  "SR 89/ Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Project Report Traffic Forecasting 

and Operations Analysis," Wood Rodgers, February 2012.

Summer Peak Month ADT (2018)
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parking, clear wayfinding, community gathering places, public art, and thoughtful consideration 
of final circulation features. 

EPS’s assessment of Alternative 1 concludes that the Project is consistent with industry best 
practices, as described above, as demonstrated in many other successful areas and projects 
throughout the U.S. (and as described below and in Appendix B).  The Project will allow the 
town to more effectively compete with other resort areas in and outside the Tahoe Basin and, 
coupled with other ongoing initiatives to improve Tahoe City, will diversify and strengthen local 
commercial and tourism offerings. 

Business Survey Results Pertaining to Transportation and Wayfinding 

Currently, Tahoe City businesses relate to transportation infrastructure in numerous ways, 
depending on factors such as the nature of the business, customer composition, the location of 
the business, and accessibility factors related to roadways, sidewalks, bikeways, and parking 
facilities.  Clearly, roadway infrastructure is an important component of the regional economic 
infrastructure, in that it is the primary mode visitors use to access Tahoe City and the 
surrounding North Lake Tahoe area. 

However, parking, bicycling, pedestrian, and transit infrastructure also are important amenities 
that affect the overall appeal of the area and affect the capability for customers to arrive near a 
business.  In a tourist-oriented, lifestyle-driven town such as Tahoe City, it is helpful to facilitate 
a slower, steady, and predictable traffic flow that allows pedestrians, shoppers, cyclists, and 
others to safely navigate through the district.  A critical feature is the ability to easily access an 
area, a park for example, and enjoy a walking exploration of Tahoe City.  From the perspective 
of many businesses, the volume of pedestrians potentially is as important as absolute counts of 
vehicular traffic.  Restaurants, cafes, and gift shops are examples of businesses that stand to 
benefit more greatly from amenities that enhance the overall appeal of an area at which they can 
park once and explore on foot the many offerings the area provides. 

Other businesses view roadway accessibility as a more critical factor, such as businesses that are 
convenience-oriented (such as grocery stores or gasoline stations) or those that have customers 
that are likely to purchase heavy goods (such as a hardware store).  The Business Survey data 
and qualitative feedback obtained from local stakeholders allowed EPS to understand how these 
factors relate to the Project and how it is likely to affect area businesses.  The following sections 
summarize the major factors related to transportation and wayfinding, which have bearing on 
Project impacts. 

Additional survey results that have bearing on this analysis are below.  For the full summary of 
survey responses, see Appendix C: 

 Exploration of Tahoe City.  Most respondents indicated that exploration is not a significant 
contributor to sales activity.  However, it is expected that sales to visitors who are exploring 
Tahoe City would increase as the result of the Project, providing an opportunity to increase 
sales.  See Question 18. 

 Significance of Parking.  Approximately 50 percent of survey respondents reported that 
their customers must park adjacent to their business, while approximately 30 percent 
reported that their business is suitable for pedestrian activity.  See Question 20. 
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 Significance of Events.  Local events such as concerts or farmers’ markets are seen as a 
modest boost to local businesses.  Approximately 35 percent of survey respondents reported 
positive impacts from these events, while 15 percent reported negative impacts, and 
approximately 50 percent report no impact (see Question 22). 

 Value of Automobile Traffic.  Clearly, most visitors to Tahoe City arrive by automobile.  
Figure 2 shows the vast majority of survey respondents indicated that more than 75 percent 
of customers arrived by automobile.  However, it should not be overlooked that other means 
of transportation do provide a meaningful proportion of sales to Tahoe City businesses, 
especially given construction of the new Tahoe City Transit Center and the existing and 
planned bicycle and pedestrian network. 

On the other hand, the value of drive-by visibility does not appear to be as important to 
Tahoe City businesses as one might expect.  Figure 3 shows the vast majority of survey 
respondents believe pass-by visibility is a relatively minor share of sales activity (0 to 
25 percent of sales).  This is likely because Tahoe City—and its constituent businesses—is a 
popular and well-known destination, and patrons generally are aware of its existence and its 
offerings. 

 Value of Pedestrian Activity.  For most businesses, having available parking adjacent to 
their business is an important condition.  However, more than 30 percent of businesses 
surveyed reported their business is suitable for pedestrian activity, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Perspectives on the Effect of Roadway Realignments on Local Economies 

The impact of a roadway realignment project on a town’s local economy depends on many 
factors.  To provide additional perspective, EPS conducted professional and case-study research 
to identify lessons learned from other areas that have undergone similar changes to their 
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roadway linkages, such that high-volume traffic was removed to allow a more inviting, 
pedestrian-friendly, and tourism-oriented district.  While it is important to recognize that no two 
projects are exactly alike; some instances involve a more formal “bypass,” which removes traffic 
altogether; and others (like the Project) require a more nuanced shift in roadway alignment, best 
practices and economic effects can be studied and applied to the circumstances in Tahoe City.  
Prominent examples arising from this research are detailed below: 

 Livermore, California.  The small city of Livermore, on the outskirts of the San Francisco 
Bay Area, implemented a roadway bypass project that aimed to reroute a large portion of 
vehicle traffic that traveled along the four-lane highway through the center of downtown.  
The remaining downtown core was revitalized by introducing new sidewalk amenities, street 
furniture, open space, and historical points of interest, leading to the creation of a more 
appealing, walkable downtown environment with a host of dining, shopping, and other 
options.  This project has been touted as a tremendous success in revitalizing the downtown, 
and even during a very difficult economic period, during which overall statewide sales tax 
revenues declined by 10 percent, downtown Livermore saw retail sales grow by 15 percent. 

 Sutter Creek, California.  The city of Sutter Creek, in the gold country foothills of Amador 
County, underwent a bypass to SR 49, which was a heavily traveled and often-congested 
regional thoroughfare traveling directly through the center of town.  This project was a true 
“bypass” that created an entirely new highway alignment that avoided Sutter Creek 
altogether and caused a significant reduction in vehicular trips.  Major elements of this 
project included installing prominent signage at both ends of the bypass, conducting 
marketing/public relations campaigns, and creating open space and streetscape projects in 
the downtown area to enhance its appeal once the vehicular impediments were removed.  
The Sutter Creek realignment has been successful in changing the character of the downtown 
area and in driving tourism and visitation to the area.  An analysis by EPS indicates overnight 
visitation in Sutter Creek (as demonstrated by annual TOT receipts) increased by 45 percent 
in the years following construction of the SR 49 bypass. 

 Truckee, California.  The nearby town of Truckee was involved in construction of a formal 
bypass program several years ago, which was meant to relieve traffic congestion along 
SR 267 and improve the appeal of the downtown area.  This reduction of vehicular traffic 
allowed the downtown area to enhance its walkable appeal and has helped to create a much 
more cohesive and attractive downtown destination.  Visible indicators demonstrate that 
Truckee is doing very well since this transportation project, although the quantitative impact 
of this project is difficult to measure because retail spending data is only readily available on 
a townwide basis.  However, it should be noted that the town saw retail spending increase 
45 percent from the time the bypass was constructed (in 2002) until 2007, after which the 
severe recession caused sales to decline.  The town’s TOT revenues also have appreciated 
substantially since the bypass construction, rising 30 percent from 2002 to 2012.  Overall, 
this project has been considered a great success in enhancing downtown appeal and market 
position as a visitor destination. 

Appendix B includes more details regarding these and other case studies, as well as the results 
of substantial research and analysis EPS has conducted regarding the significance of 
transportation infrastructure on local economic conditions.  EPS has highlighted below some of 
the key findings from this research, which have implications for the Project: 
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1. Severe traffic congestion reduces visitor appeal. 

2. Tourism-oriented districts tend to fare well economically when congesting traffic is diverted 
and a more walkable shopping district is created. 

3. Convenience-oriented businesses can be most at-risk of reduced economic activity because 
these businesses rely on vehicular access and conveniences to attract customers. 

4. Traffic should be designed to enhance the pedestrian experience in walkable tourism districts. 

5. Providing signage/wayfinding improvements is an important element to project success. 

6. A broad range of dining, shopping, and recreational options should be provided. 

It should be noted here that providing a centralized outdoor focal point and gathering place is a 
strategy that can significantly increase an area’s overall appeal for residents and visitors and can 
produce a major boost to surrounding business activity.  While this strategy is not new, it has 
become increasingly common in recent years at high-quality commercial destinations, as 
developers and retailers have noted the economic value in nurturing social connections and 
providing recreational and cultural amenities that encourage shoppers to remain at their 
destination to experience and enjoy these features.  One prominent example of this dynamic can 
be found at the Americana at Brand project in Glendale, California, an extremely successful 
regional shopping center that was constructed around an outdoor plaza as the major focal point.  
Utilizing outdoor space and creating a lifestyle-oriented district has paid dividends as a 
development strategy.  For example, the above-referenced project incurred sales increases five 
times the U.S. average in 2013.  This organizing concept is prevalent within many successful 
civic environments, including Central Park in Davis, California, and Healdsburg Square in 
Healdsburg, California. 

Vis i ta t ion  a nd  Tour i sm Im p l i ca t ions  

The Project is an important piece of a multifaceted effort to enhance the town’s visitor appeal.  
Relieving traffic congestion is likely to help transition the image of Tahoe City from one of a 
congested commercial core to that of a more welcoming, appealing, pedestrian-friendly tourism 
district, especially during the summer season when most businesses see their peak economic 
activity. 

It is expected that this dynamic can help Tahoe City begin to recapture lost regional market 
share that has been lost, as discussed above.  If effectively implemented, the resulting increase 
in popularity and visitation will originate at least partly from national and international 
“destination” visitors, who tend to stay longer and spend more than regional “drive-up” clientele. 

Investment Implications 

The improvements potentially associated with the Project contribute to an improved environment 
for new development and reuse of key parcels in Tahoe City, which would further improve 
prospects for enhanced tourist stays and spending activity. 

Several strategically located parcels could accommodate new investment.  Examples include the 
“Henrickson Building;” the old Tahoe City fire station; the Tahoe City Golf Course, which is 
owned by the Tahoe City Public Utility District (TCPUD), and other properties located near the 
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existing Wye.  These properties have long been observed as potential investment opportunities 
by both the public and private sectors.  The benefits conferred by the Project may tip the balance 
toward improved feasibility as the result of improved walkability and creation of a defined 
district.  To characterize the potential impact these prospective projects may have on the 
community, EPS estimated the potential benefits that would accrue to the Tahoe City economy if 
one or more of these properties were assembled and developed into a new 75-room boutique 
hotel, as shown in Table 9.  As shown, a new hotel of this magnitude would likely provide over 
$400,000 in annual TOT revenues, and an estimated $3.8 million of visitor spending (on top of 
spending on accommodations) injected into the regional economy. 

In addition, it is possible that some new retail development could be included in a boutique 
hotel/commercial mixed-use concept.  Including a small retail development in the range of 
20,000 to 30,000 square feet potentially could be supported in Tahoe City if the local or regional 
tourism market were strengthened.  A development of this magnitude likely would have the 
following benefits: 

 40 to 60 employees. 
 $6 million to $9 million in new potential annual retail sales. 
 $70,000 to $100,000 in potential annual sales tax revenue to Placer County. 

It should be reiterated here that this analysis does not suggest the Project directly will lead to 
these economic benefits.  However, if planned and programmed appropriately, EPS believes the 
reduced congestion and improved bicycle/pedestrian environment resulting from the Project 
substantially could enhance opportunities for economic activity and redevelopment in Tahoe City, 
and could be a major catalyst to help transform Tahoe City to a higher and better use and induce 
these types of investments. 
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Reta i l /Commerc ia l  Imp l i ca t ions  

EPS has assessed the potential effect the Project may have on the local Tahoe City economy.  
Recognizing that the retail composition in any area is fluid and retail buildings and shopping 
centers undergo turnover as consumer preferences change, EPS has performed this assessment, 
given the business composition in place at the present time. 

This assessment is performed separately for the PMA and the SMA because these zones likely will 
receive varying impacts based on their respective proximity to the Project and the degree to 
which the Project serves to enhance Tahoe City’s overall visitor appeal. 

Table 7 shows the total building square footage in Tahoe City, broken down by major business 
category as accurately as possible, given limited information.  As shown, of the approximately 
450,000 square feet of commercial building space in Tahoe City, approximately 10 percent 

Table 9

Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Plan

Hypothetical 75-Room Boutique Hotel

Assump./

Item Assumption Value

Rooms 75

Average Daily Rate $250

Occupancy 65%

Total Room Nights 17,794

Total Room Revenue $4,448,437.50

TOT Revenue (Annual) 10% $444,844

Potential Capital Investment $200,000 per room $15,000,000

Potential Annual Spending [1] $216 per room-night $3,843,450

[1]  Amount shown is in addition to spending on accommodations.  Assumes $216

     per occupied room-night, which is based on estimates from "The  Economic

     Significance of Travel to the North Lake Tahoe Area," Dean Runyan Assoc.
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houses office space and 13 percent falls within the accommodations category, neither of which 
are quantified in this retail/commercial impact analysis.5  The remaining 315,000 square feet of 
retail businesses (which is 70 percent of the commercial building space in Tahoe City) is subject 
to the effects of the Project and thus is evaluated in further detail in the following sections.6 

Business Impacts Calculation Assumptions and Inputs 

EPS’s retail business impact methodology relies on several key assumptions and inputs. 

First is the estimation of total commercial building square footage and the allocation to key retail 
categories.  This estimate was conducted on a per-parcel basis using Placer County Assessor’s 
parcel data as a primary resource.  However, the building square footage was not available for 
every parcel or every building in Tahoe City.  In these cases, EPS estimated the building square 
footage using satellite imagery or site visits.  Additionally, in many cases, a building or series of 
buildings on a single parcel were deemed to contain multiple retailers of various categories.  In 
these cases, EPS placed the building square footage in a “Miscellaneous Retail” category.  Finally, 
many of these buildings hold office space or professional services on the second floor.  In these 
cases, EPS apportioned 25 percent of the total building space to “Office” and 25 percent to 
“Services.” 

Second, EPS estimated the existing retail sales activity at businesses in the PMA and the SMA.  
This estimate is based on sales-per-square-foot factors derived by EPS using a variety of 
sources, including retail sales tax data for Placer County; retail spending data obtained by 
Nielson, Inc.; and industry manuals such as “Dollars and Centers of Shopping Centers,” 
published by the Urban Land Institute.  EPS also applied a 10-percent vacancy factor to ensure 
that vacant businesses are not captured in the calculation of annual retail sales. 

Third, EPS developed a business impact scoring methodology that allows for an assessment of 
each business category’s potential to receive positive or negative impacts as the result of the 
Project, as well as characterize the likely magnitude of such impacts, based on the most 
pertinent factors (described in more detail below). 

Business Impact Scoring Matrix 

EPS used a scoring matrix methodology providing a standardized approach to assessing the 
potential direction and magnitude of impact for a variety of business types.  This assessment is 
based on a systematic analysis of three pertinent criteria: 

                                            

5 While existing Tahoe City accommodations may receive some impact, the magnitude is not 
specifically quantified in this analysis.  Although these accommodations are aging and of somewhat 
marginal quality, they are still generally quite full, especially during peak months.  The success of the 
Project would serve to enhance the occupancy and daily rates at these properties, as Tahoe City is 
elevated as a more compelling visitor draw, but their potential to fully absorb these positive impacts is 
limited.  Where the true positive impact on lodging properties will occur is in the ability to foster 
demand and market support for a new hotel product (which also could be accomplished through a 
transformative rehabilitation of an existing lodging property).  A quantification of this potential impact 
is provided in the previous section of this report. 
6 Note that EPS has applied a 10-percent discount factor to account for vacant space in Tahoe City. 
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 Automobile Reliance.  This criterion is related to the degree to which the business relies on 
automobile access and pass-by visibility. 

 Pedestrian Opportunity.  This criterion dealt with whether the business is (or can be) 
pedestrian-oriented in nature and its potential to capture additional sales if pedestrian 
activity is increased. 

 Visitor and Resident Customer Appeal.  This criterion considers the tourism-oriented 
nature of the business type and the potential to capture additional sales if the overall 
destination appeal of Tahoe City is enhanced and tourism activity increases. 

Each of these criteria is “weighted” on a scale of 0 to 3 for each business category, depending on 
the relative importance of each criterion.  For example, a business that heavily relies on 
automobile access—such as a gasoline station—would receive high weight in the Automobile 
Reliance criterion.  A business that has a strong ability or potential to generate sales to 
pedestrians—such as a café—would receive a high weight in the Pedestrian Opportunity criterion.  
Finally, a business that will have a strong ability to increase its sales as the result of the Fanny 
Bridge District becoming a more appealing and popular destination—such as a restaurant or 
recreation-oriented business—would receive a high score on the Visitor and Resident Appeal 
criterion. 

EPS subsequently performed an assessment for each business category, applying a score ranging 
from -3 to +3, which indicated the likely magnitude of impact of the Project on the business 
category for each of the three criteria. 

This evaluation was conducted separately for the PMA and the SMA.  The results of these 
evaluations are shown in Tables A-1 through A-8 in Appendix A. 

Retail Sales Impact Scenarios 

This scoring matrix described above helped to evaluate the potential effect of the Project among 
major retail categories.  Once this potential effect on each business category was known, EPS 
assessed the potential impact that could be predicted to occur for each category and in each 
market area. 

Given the unique and complex nature of the Project and the numerous variables likely to 
influence its impact on surrounding commercial enterprises, EPS undertook a comprehensive and 
multifaceted approach to establishing a range of potential impacts, which involved collecting, 
reviewing, and analyzing several data sources, as well as case-study research, considering 
industry best practices, survey/outreach results, and other inputs. 

There are four key factors deemed to support EPS’s prediction of retail impacts, as described 
below: 

1. Sales/Visitation Performance Review.  Tahoe City has experienced a 15- to 20-percent 
decline in retail sales over the past 5 years, while other nearby resort areas have performed 
much better, indicating that Tahoe City has lost market share to nearby resort areas that 
have been much more proactive in enhancing their tourism product.  The relief of traffic 
congestion around Tahoe City, and the creation of an appealing and authentic Fanny Bridge 
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tourism district, can help to reestablish Tahoe City as a primary destination of the North 
Shore and recapture at least a portion of this lost market share. 

2. Empirical Observations from Other Areas.  Other areas EPS researched have been 
successful in stimulating increased retail sales and visitation by undertaking similar projects, 
which seek to relieve congestion or pass-through traffic and, in its place, create a walkable 
shopping or tourism area.  Some notable examples in Northern California include Livermore, 
which experienced a 15-percent increase in retail sales, and Sutter Creek, which experienced 
a 40-percent increase in visitation.  Additional examples in other parts of the country have 
demonstrated benefits that are in fact much higher than these figures. 

3. Improved Capture of West Shore Customers.  Tahoe City and the remainder of the West 
Shore have a highly congested roadway connection (especially in the peak summer months), 
such that potential shoppers avoid Tahoe City over concerns of traffic congestion.  EPS found 
through surveys and outreach to local stakeholders that some shoppers located on the West 
Shore actually choose to travel to South Lake Tahoe instead of fighting traffic congestion and 
venturing into Tahoe City.  Creating a more functional transportation system will improve this 
dynamic and should increase retail sales by recapturing sales of residents and visitors of the 
West Shore.  Furthermore, additional market support from the planned Homewood Mountain 
Resort Master Plan and additional summer activities at ski resorts authorized under the “Ski 
Area Recreational Opportunity Enhancement Act” will inject significant retail spending from 
new residents and visitors into the area that could be lost to other areas if the Homewood-to-
Tahoe City connection is not improved. 

4. Business Survey Data.  The feedback received by EPS both from survey data and 
qualitative outreach is that Tahoe City is well-positioned to profit from tapping into industry 
best practices, removing traffic congestion, and improving access and walkability by creating 
a more appealing tourism district. 

Given the number of variables that affect the realization of impacts caused by the Project, it is 
impractical to precisely quantify the retail impact that would be directly attributed.  Instead, EPS 
has provided an order-of-magnitude estimate that is based on the supporting research described 
above, which suggests that sufficient evidence exists to posit an increase in retail sales of up to 
10 percent in the PMA.  The magnitude of this impact will vary based on the score assigned to 
each business category.  For most businesses in the PMA, the impact is estimated to be relatively 
minor and on the lower end of the range (1 to 3 percent), except the “restaurant,” “sporting 
goods,” and “recreation” categories, which have received higher impact scores and are assigned 
positive retail sales impacts of 5 to 7 percent.   

If the Project is an exceptional success in creating a more appealing district around Fanny Bridge 
and is able to significantly affect overall visitation to the Tahoe City area, the impacts felt could 
be significantly more substantial and could “spill over” to the SMA.  Being less physically 
connected to the Project, the SMA likely will receive a smaller impact in percentage terms but 
would still receive the benefit over a larger area.  EPS has posited the SMA will receive positive 
retail sales impacts of 1 to 3 percent annually across all business categories, except the 
“restaurant” category, which has received a higher impact score than other categories and has 
been assigned positive retail sales impacts of 5 to 7 percent. 
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These assumed sales impacts subsequently are applied to the estimated sales at existing 
businesses in each market area. 

Retail Sales Impact Analysis Results 

Based on the methodology and rationale described above, EPS estimated that over the long 
term, the Project is likely to add approximately $300,000 to $680,000 to existing sales in the 
PMA, as shown in Table 10, assuming the current composition of uses. 

 
 

Table 10

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Total Potential Retail Sales Increase in PMA

Item

Primary Market Area

Total Commercial Square Feet 100,107

Potentially-Impacted Square Feet 39,906

Estimated Total Annual Retail Sales (Existing) $18,808,819

Total Potential Retail Sales Increase in PMA $300,000 to $680,000

Percentage Change 1.6% 3.6%

Value
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If the Project is successful in transforming the Fanny Bridge District and enhancing Tahoe City’s 
overall appeal as a visitor destination, additional impacts likely will be felt throughout the 
remainder of the town.  Under this scenario, retail sales impacts in the SMA would increase by 
approximately $1.3 million to $2.8 million, as shown in Table 11. 

 

Table 11

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Total Potential Retail Sales Increase in SMA

Item

Secondary Market Area

Total Commercial Square Feet 356,731

Potentially-Impacted Square Feet 256,687

Estimated Total Annual Retail Sales (Existing) $76,206,623

Total Potential Retail Sales Increase in SMA $1,260,000 to $2,780,000

Percentage Change 1.7% 3.6%

Value
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In total, assuming that additional visitation to Tahoe City is achieved as a result of the evolution 
of the Fanny Bridge tourism district, the Project likely will induce a boost to retail sales between 
$1.6 million and $3.5 million per year, as shown in Table 12. 

 

 

Table 12

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Total Potential Retail Sales Increase in PMA and SMA

Item

Primary and Secondary Market Areas

Total Commercial Square Feet 456,838

Potentially-Impacted Square Feet 296,593

Estimated Total Annual Retail Sales (Existing) $95,015,441

Total Potential Retail Sales Increase $1,560,000 to $3,460,000

Percentage Change 1.6% 3.6%

Value
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6. KEYS TO PROJECT SUCCESS: CONCEPTUAL IMPLEMENTATION 

PLAN 

The degree to which the overall financial and economic impacts of the Project are realized 
heavily depends on the degree to which the Fanny Bridge area can be revitalized and 
transformed into a more pedestrian-friendly and appealing tourism district.  This prospect 
depends on a variety of measures; some of which are external to the Project itself. 

To maximize the positive results conferred by the Project, a variety of continued efforts to 
revitalize the Fanny Bridge and Tahoe City (should the Project be approved) will be imperative.  
The degree to which the Project is successful in this regard will rely on the following initiatives. 

Progra mmat i c  S teps  

1. Identify the Fanny Bridge District as a unique district in the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 
(TRPA) local area plan currently under development, perhaps building off or “tiering” from 
the ongoing Tahoe City Vision process. 

2. Create a coalition or “working group” to inform the revitalization process. 

3. Identify the group or groups that will “manage” the district.  Duties may include marketing or 
branding Tahoe City, scheduling events, securing clean-up or security services, etc.  The 
Tahoe City Downtown Association, TCPUD, or North Lake Tahoe Resort Association (NLTRA) 
(or some combination thereof) would seem to be the logical organizations to undertake this 
effort. 

4. Evaluate funding mechanisms such as a business improvement district, which could be 
created to ensure the district has adequate funding to be well-maintained, attractive, secure, 
and properly managed from all angles. 

Cap i ta l  Cons t ruc t ion  

1. Design, fund, and create wayfinding, signage, or gateway monumentation project(s) at 
junction(s) to draw unfamiliar visitors into the Tahoe City commercial district using the 
adopted standards and guidelines developed by the NLTRA. 

2. Create parking at key nodes that will intercept automobile traffic and be close enough to 
businesses to be walkable. 

3. Phase construction and develop outreach plans to minimize temporary construction impacts 
to local businesses. 

4. Implement steps to ensure pedestrians and bicycles can move freely and safely throughout 
the Fanny Bridge District, which becomes a key catalyst for the balance of Tahoe City. 

5. Foster the creation of civic/cultural investments such as a performing arts center, interpretive 
center, or other similar facility, in the PMA, if possible. 

6. Work to facilitate new private investment in the PMA to take advantage of the new Fanny 
Bridge District. 
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Table A-1

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Summary of Square Footage - Primary Market Area

Category Sq. Ft. % of Total

Retail/ Commercial

Restaurant 7,184 7.2%

Sporting Goods/ Rentals 2,783 2.8%

Hardware 5,237 5.2%

Recreation 0 0.0%

Grocery 27,512 27.5%

Gas Station 3,688 3.7%

Services 3,617 3.6%

Misc. Retail 10,181 10.2%

Total Retail/ Commercial 60,202 60.1%

Office 39,906 39.9%

Total 100,107 100.0%

"pma_sqft"

Primary Study Area
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Table A-2

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Impact Matrix - Primary Market Area

Impact Weighted

Business Category Weight Rationale Score Rationale Score

PMA

Restaurants 10

Auto Reliance 2 Direct automobile access a convenience, but not a necessity. 0 Offsetting effects as congestion reduced, but potential for some reduction in trips along specific alignments. 0

Pedestrian Opportunity 2 Large opportunity for sales to pedestrians/ bicyclists. 2 Safer, more friendly district for walking and biking. 4

Visitor and Resident Appeal 2 Large portion of sales to visitors. 3 Potential to raise the stature of district and increase visitation.  Potential to improve capture among local residents. 6

Sporting Goods 10

Auto Reliance 2 Direct automobile access a convenience, but not a necessity. 1 Access likely to be improved by reduced congestion. 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Large opportunity for sales to pedestrians/ bicyclists. 2 Enhanced as more pedestrians drawn to district. 2

Visitor and Resident Appeal 3 Large portion of sales to visitors. 2 Potential to raise the stature of district and increase visitation.  Potential to improve capture among local residents. 6

Hardware/ General Merchandise 2

Auto Reliance 3 Hardware sales generally require automobile access 0 Access likely to be improved by reduced congestion.  Assumes no net loss in trips and parking remains constant. 0

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Some limited sales opportunity for smaller goods. 1 Potential minor impact as pedestrians may be improved by reduced congestion. 1

Visitor and Resident Appeal 1 Hardware sales to visitors is not a large portion of business. 1 Broad merchandise may appeal to local residents and visitors alike. 1

Recreation 10

Auto Reliance 2 Varies by business.  Rafting and rentals generally do not require automobile. 1 Access likely to be improved by reduced congestion.  Assumes no net loss in trips and parking remains constant. 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Varies by business. 2 Enhanced pedestrian accessibility may have some modest positive impact on sales. 2

Visitor and Resident Appeal 3 Large portion of sales are to visitors. 2 Improvements to district likely to lead to enhanced visitation. 6

Grocery 5

Auto Reliance 3 Grocery trips generally utilize automobile (but ped, bike, and transit also apply) 0 Access likely to be improved by reduced congestion. 0

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Some opportunity for sales to pedestrians/ bicyclists. 1 Safer, more friendly district for walking and biking. 1

Visitor and Resident Appeal 2 Stores conduct large portion of sales to visitors 2 Potential to raise the stature of district and increase visitation 4

Gas Stations 2

Auto Reliance 3 Gas stations rely almost exclusively on automobile access 0 Projected minor increase in vehicle traffic 0

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Gas stations have very limited sales opportunity to pedestrians 1 Potential for some increased food/ beverage sales 1

Visitor and Resident Appeal 1 Some minor upside potential if visitation rises (more automobiles on the road) 1 Potential to raise the stature of district and increase visitation 1

Services 6

Auto Reliance 2 Diff. to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Access likely to be improved by reduced congestion. 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 2 Diff. to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Enhanced as more pedestrians drawn to district. 2

Visitor and Resident Appeal 2 Diff. to estimate since different businesses rely visitation differently 1 Potential to raise the stature of district and increase visitation.  Potential to improve capture among local residents. 2

Other Misc. Retail 6

Auto Reliance 2 Difficult to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Access likely to be improved by reduced congestion. 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 2 Difficult to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Enhanced as more pedestrians drawn to district. 2

Visitor and Resident Appeal 2 Difficult to estimate since different businesses rely visitation differently 1 Potential to raise the stature of district and increase visitation.  Potential to improve capture among local residents. 2

Scoring Key:

0 = No Impact

Positive Score = Potential Positive Impacts

1 to 9 Minor positive impact 1 to 3 percent

10 to 18 Modest positive impact 4 to 7 percent

19 to 27 Large positive impact 8 to 10 percent

Negative Score = Potential Negative Impacts

-1 to -9 Minor negative impact -1 to -3 percent

-10 to -18 Modest negative impact -4 to -7 percent

-19 to -27 Large negative impact -8 to -10 percent
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Table A-3

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Impact Scenario Assumptions - Primary Market Area

Category Sq. Ft. % of Total Sales/Sq. Ft. Annual

[1] [2]

Restaurant 7,184 7.2% $325 $2,101,320

Sporting Goods/ Rentals 2,783 2.8% $325 $814,028

Hardware 5,237 5.2% $325 $1,531,823

Recreation [3] 0 0.0% n/a n/a

Grocery 27,512 27.5% $350 $8,666,280

Gas Station 3,688 3.7% $500 $1,659,600

Services 3,617 3.6% $325 $1,057,973

Misc. Retail 10,181 10.2% $325 $2,977,796

Total 60,202 $18,808,819

"pma_sales"

[1]  Sales per square foot factors estimated, as informed by Claritas spending data, Tahoe City sales

       tax collections, and the Urban Land Institute's "Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers."

[2]  Includes 10% vacancy allowance.

[3]  Recreation activities are categorized as "Positive/ Moderate;" however, due to proprietary concerns, 

      annual sales estimates for specific businesses are not available.

Estimated Annual Sales
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Table A-4

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Impact Scenario Calculations - Primary Market Area

Impact

Matrix Impact

Category Score Assessment Low High Low High

Restaurant 10 Positive/ Moderate 5% to 7% $105,066 to $147,092

Sporting Goods/ Rentals 10 Positive/ Moderate 5% to 7% $40,701 to $56,982

Hardware 2 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $15,318 to $45,955

Recreation [1] 10 Positive/ Moderate 5% to 7%

Grocery 5 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $86,663 to $259,988

Gas Station 2 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $16,596 to $49,788

Services 6 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $10,580 to $31,739

Misc. Retail 6 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $29,778 to $89,334

Total (Rounded) $300,000 $680,000

"pma_impact"

[1]  Recreation activities are categorized as "Positive/ Moderate;" however, due to proprietary concerns, annual sales

      estimates for specific businesses are not available.

not estimated

Assumed Range Value
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Table A-5
Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis
Summary of Square Footage - Secondary Market Area

Category Sq. Ft. % of Total

Businesses Subject to Impacts
Restaurant 42,245 11.8%
Sporting Goods/ Rentals 16,853 4.7%
Hardware 10,351 2.9%
Recreation 0 0.0%
Grocery 50,030 14.0%
Gas Station 0 0.0%
Services 54,776 15.4%
Retail/ Various 82,433 23.1%
Total 256,687 72.0%

Other [1] 100,044 28.0%

Total 356,731 100.0%

"sqft_sma_summ"

[1]  Other square feet include office, industrial, and hotel.

Secondary Study Area
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Table A-6

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Impact Matrix - Secondary Market Area

Impact Weighted

Business Category Weight Rationale Score Rationale Score

SMA

Restaurants 10

Auto Reliance 2 Automobile access a convenience, but not a necessity. 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 2 Large opportunity for sales to pedestrians/ bicyclists. 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 2

Visitor Appeal 2 Large portion of sales to visitors. 3 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 6

Sporting Goods 9

Auto Reliance 2 Direct automobile access a convenience, but not a necessity. 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Large opportunity for sales to pedestrians/ bicyclists. 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 1

Visitor Appeal 3 Large portion of sales to visitors. 2 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 6

Hardware/ General Merchandise 6

Auto Reliance 3 Hardware sales generally require automobile access 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 3

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Some limited sales opportunity for smaller goods. 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 1

Visitor Appeal 1 Hardware sales to visitors is not a large portion of business. 2 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 2

Recreation 9

Auto Reliance 2 Varies by business.  Rafting and rentals generally do not require automobile. 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Varies by business. 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 1

Visitor Appeal 3 Large portion of sales are to visitors. 2 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 6

Grocery 8

Auto Reliance 3 Grocery trips generally utilize automobile (but ped, bike, and transit also apply) 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 3

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Some opportunity for sales to pedestrians/ bicyclists. 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 1

Visitor Appeal 2 Stores conduct large portion of sales to visitors 2 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 4

Gas Stations 6

Auto Reliance 3 Gas stations rely almost exclusively on automobile access 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 3

Pedestrian Opportunity 1 Gas stations have very limited sales opportunity to pedestrians 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 1

Visitor Appeal 1 Some minor upside potential if visitation rises (more automobiles on the road) 2 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 2

Services 8

Auto Reliance 2 Diff. to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 2 Diff. to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 2

Visitor Appeal 2 Diff. to estimate since different businesses rely visitation differently 2 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 4

Other Misc. Retail 8

Auto Reliance 2 Difficult to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Automobile access to be improved by the Project 2

Pedestrian Opportunity 2 Difficult to estimate since different businesses rely on auto/ ped differently 1 Pedestrian activity to be improved by the Project. 2

Visitor Appeal 2 Difficult to estimate since different businesses rely visitation differently 2 Visitor and resident customer appeal likely to be improved by the Project. 4

Scoring Key:

0 = No Impact

Positive Score = Potential Positive Impacts

1 to 9 Minor positive impact 1 to 3 percent

10 to 18 Moderate positive impact 4 to 7 percent

19 to 27 Large positive impact 8 to 10 percent

Negative Score = Potential Negative Impacts

-1 to -9 Minor negative impact -1 to -3 percent

-10 to -18 Moderate negative impact -4 to -7 percent

-19 to -27 Large negative impact -8 to -10 percent
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Table A-7

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Impact Scenario Assumptions - Secondary Market Area

Category Sq. Ft. % of Total Sales/Sq. Ft. Annual

[1] [2]

Restaurant 42,245 11.8% $325 $12,356,516

Sporting Goods/ Rentals 16,853 4.7% $325 $4,929,503

Hardware 10,351 2.9% $325 $3,027,668

Recreation 0 0.0% n/a n/a

Grocery 50,030 14.0% $350 $15,759,450

Gas Station 0 0.0% n/a n/a

Services 54,776 15.4% $325 $16,021,907

Retail/ Various 82,433 23.1% $325 $24,111,579

Total 256,687 $76,206,623

"sma_sales"

[1]  Sales per square foot factors estimated, as informed by Claritas spending data, Tahoe City 

      sales tax collections, and the Urban Land Institute's "Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers."

[2]  Includes 10% vacancy allowance.

Estimated Annual Sales
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Table A-8

Fanny Bridge CRP Economic Analysis

Impact Scenario Calculations - Secondary Market Area

Impact

Matrix Impact

Category Score Assessment Low High Low High

Restaurant 10 Positive/ Moderate 5% to 7% $617,826 to $864,956

Sporting Goods/ Rentals 9 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $49,295 to $147,885

Hardware 6 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $30,277 to $90,830

Recreation 9 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3%

Grocery 8 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $157,595 to $472,784

Services 8 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $160,219 to $480,657

Retail/ Various 8 Positive/ Minor 1% to 3% $241,116 to $723,347

Total (Rounded) $1,260,000 to $2,780,000

"sma_impact"

not estimated

Assumed Range Value
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APPENDIX B:  ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS 

EPS has analyzed existing professional and academic research and conducted original case 
studies of other areas that have implemented major roadway realignments or “bypass” projects 
to assess the impact on local economic conditions.  While recognizing that there are important 
differences between a formal “bypass” and a realignment as described here, there are some 
lessons that can be learned from roadway realignment and “main street” type projects in other 
areas.  Bypass or realignment projects have been found to have extremely varying results from 
one location to another, resulting from a myriad of political and economic dynamics, land use- 
and transportation-related factors, and a multitude of other variables.  Therefore, caution should 
be exercised when attempting to compare the effect of one bypass area to another, or a bypass 
to a highway realignment.  Although a bypass constructed in one geographic area may have 
appeared to increase retail sales in the surrounding district by some specific percentage (for 
example), however does not predict that the exact same effect will be observed in another 
geographic area (or vice-versa).  That said, EPS has evaluated bypass impacts observed in other 
areas and from available professional and academic research and has identified lessons learned 
for consideration, as related to the Project and its possible influence on the Tahoe City regional 
economy. 

Case  S tud ies  

EPS has researched several roadway realignment projects in other areas of the United States to 
evaluate some practical examples that will provide a better understanding of the positive and 
negative effects that these types of projects can have on their surroundings, some of the primary 
reasons for these impacts, and lessons learned that can be applied to the South Shore.  This 
section summarizes the results of this research, which is based on published articles/reports, 
analysis of sales tax and other economic data, and discussions with community leaders in the 
affected areas. 

City of Livermore, State Route 84 

Located in the suburban outskirts of the San 
Francisco Bay Area, the City of Livermore is a mid-
sized community of approximately 82,000 residents, 
located in the foothills of the “Tri-Valley” near the 
cities of San Ramon, Pleasanton, and Dublin.  
Livermore’s population has been growing at a 
healthy rate of approximately 1 percent per year 
over the past decade and diversifying its economy 
into the technology-related sectors.  Also, Livermore 
is an emerging wine destination and has more than 
40 wineries located in the rural southern area of the 
city.  City leaders and private-sector parties have 
been working to enhance the downtown area through 
development or redevelopment of key parcels. 
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The heart of Livermore’s downtown area was bisected by a busy 4-lane state highway, which 
detracted from its appeal as a place to stop, shop, dine, and recreate, and the downtown area 
had been suffering from high vacancy rates and blighted conditions.  The City of Livermore 
embarked on a revitalization process after it became apparent that the high traffic volumes and 
speeds in the downtown area were causing several negative consequences such as noise, 
pollution, dust, etc., and generally impeded the appeal of the district as a shopping, dining, 
and/or recreational destination.  Several planning initiatives ensued, including the 
implementation of a Downtown Specific Plan.  To facilitate the desired downtown environment, a 
highway bypass was designed that would reroute a substantial portion of pass-through traffic 
from the city’s downtown area to a less critical nearby location, which allowed the remaining 
roadway to be reconfigured as a “complete” or “main” street more amenable to parking, 
pedestrian traffic, and shopping space. 

The City of Livermore and other stakeholders implemented the Highway 84 bypass project, which 
was completed in 2006, allowing trucks and other regional pass-through traffic to bypass the 
city’s downtown core.  The remaining roadway then was available to undergo significant 
improvements resulting in a vibrant, landscaped, walkable downtown district containing a host of 
amenities such as an attractive streetscape program, wider sidewalks, and additional bicycle 
lanes.  The City of Livermore even went so far as to allow some parking spaces to be converted 
and used for outdoor dining.  The project has been touted as a tremendous success in terms of 
increasing quality-of-life for residents and visitors alike.  Livermore Mayor John Marchand states, 
“Since the relocation of SR-84 from downtown Livermore to Isabel Avenue on the city's western 
edge, Livermore’s city center is thriving.”1 

This effect can be seen by the numerous new shops and restaurants that have been created in 
Livermore since the highway realignment, and the city’s emergence as a viable destination for 
shopping, dining, and strolling for residents of the entire East Bay and Tri-Valley Areas.  In fact, 
the City of Livermore has seen its commercial property vacancy rate decrease from 26 percent 
when the program began to just 9 percent today.  During this same period, downtown 
Livermore’s annual retail sales grew by 15 percent, all at a time when statewide sales tax 
receipts were declining by approximately 10 percent.  The downtown area has seen 194 new 
businesses created, and the $55 million public investment has so far spurred more than 
$112 million in private investment, including the creation of a substantial performing arts 
center.2 

New community events have made downtown Livermore an even more popular attraction, 
including a year-round Sunday Farmer’s Market, the Livermore Wine Country Festival, holiday 
events, the Amgen Tour of California bicycle race, and many more.  Some of the primary reasons 
cited for the success of Livermore’s State Route 84 realignment include the attractive and 
walkable quality of the streetscape, the appealing mix of restaurants and shops that were 
attracted to the area, the ease of access for patrons, and the innovative parking solutions. 

                                            

1 “At Last, Highway 84 Bypass Opens,” Pleasanton Weekly, July 27, 2012. 

2 From the National Trust for Historic Preservation. 
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Sutter Creek 

The City of Sutter Creek is a small historic mining town of 2,500 residents, located in the gold 
country foothills in Amador County, approximately 50 miles from the Sacramento Metropolitan 
Area.  The town historically has been oriented along Highway 49, which ran through the middle 
of its historic central downtown area.  Highway 49 is a fast-moving roadway with a high degree 
of commuter and truck traffic that contributed to a heavily congested area in downtown Sutter 
Creek.  This condition caused the downtown area to suffer as issues related to parking, noise, 
congestion, and other factors created a busy yet uninviting streetscape.  State highway officials, 
community leaders, business representatives, and residents came together over many years to 
create a plan to reroute traffic on Highway 49 to a new alignment that bypassed Sutter Creek 
altogether.  Through-traffic on Highway 49 was planned to be redirected to a newly constructed 
highway alignment more than a mile from downtown Sutter Creek.  This was a controversial 
plan, and city officials noted that the local business community along Highway 49 was 
particularly vocal about its opposition to this project, for fear that the lack of pass-through traffic 
would be detrimental to patronage at their establishments. 
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Nonetheless, the highway bypass was constructed and completed in 2007, which served to 
reroute a large degree of highway traffic completely around the town, such that vehicles would 
not be required to drive through if traveling to destinations along the Highway 49 corridor.  
Subsequent planning efforts ensued to create a more appealing downtown environment in the 
downtown area once the traffic issues were resolved.  This more-tranquil setting facilitated the 
expansion of events in the downtown area, such as a summer music series, music festivals, 
culinary competitions, car shows, and the popular Great Sutter Duck Races. 

Like most of California, Sutter Creek did suffer substantial declines in retail sales, as indicated by 
a 30-percent decrease in taxable sales from 2007 to 2010.  However, the timing and magnitude 
corresponds closely with the onset of the “Great Recession,” which had a marked negative 
impact on the city’s retail sales.  It is very difficult to separate the impact of regional and 
national economic conditions to that of the roadway realignment, and many noted that their 
businesses actually benefitted greatly from the bypass overall.  Community leaders have noted 
that Sutter Creek is stronger than ever, thanks in large part to the more appealing environment 
that was achieved through the recreation of downtown. 

Interestingly, at the same time that sales tax activity was declining in Sutter Creek, visitation to 
the city was actually growing substantially, as evidenced by the 45-percent increase in annual 
transient-occupancy tax (TOT) collections from 2005 to 2008. 

Over time, Sutter Creek has been working to establish itself as more of a tourism destination, 
not simply a waypoint along a heavily traveled highway.  Although this has been a somewhat 
slow and arduous process, many positive results have been realized through a variety of efforts, 
such as establishing a tourism improvement district to market the area and draw visitors, as well 
as working to establish a more vibrant mix of visitor-serving amenities such as lodging, 
restaurants, shopping options, parks, etc. 

Some photographs depicting downtown Sutter Creek are shown below. 

Lancaster 

The City of Lancaster, California, has been cited as a pre-eminent example of a small, struggling 
downtown area that was able to reinvent itself as a local and regional destination by constructing 
many of the same types of improvements that are envisioned for the South Shore by way of the 
Project.  Although the existing transportation network was able to accommodate a streetscape 
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project without a realignment, Lancaster example is a very good one in that it demonstrates the 
amenities and economic impacts that can be achieved with “main street” type improvements. 

The City of Lancaster is located approximately 70 miles north of the Los Angeles Metropolitan 
Area.  The city was incorporated in 1977 and is characterized by a largely suburban quality.  The 
city has undergone significant growth over the past 30 years and has approximately 150,000 
residents.  Lancaster’s economy historically has been centered on the aerospace industry and 
population-supporting sectors such as retail, but has fallen on difficult times in recent years as 
the aerospace industry evolved, recessionary forces put downward pressure on population and 
employment growth, and major job losses have been sustained in growth-serving industries. 

The retail development patterns in Lancaster have tended to follow broad national trends during 
its relatively short history as a city, with much of its retail development activity being contained 
in outlying big box locations on the region’s 
periphery, leaving the downtown area to 
flounder. 

More recently, a movement to bring 
economic activity back to the downtown has 
emerged, a major component of which was 
the award-winning BLVD Transformation 
Project, which took one of the city’s historic 
main streets in the central portion of town 
and created a more walkable, “complete 
street” or “main street” area with a series of 
amenities, new and existing uses, and 
programs for users to enjoy.  The project 
stretched for 9 blocks and included a variety 
of traffic-calming measures, narrower traffic lanes, increased trees and landscaping, and other 
community amenities.  The photographs below demonstrate the lively and appealing 
environment that was created, as well as a comparison photograph of the old street and 
downtown environment that existed before the project. 

The BLVD project was successful in transforming the downtown area to a hub of recreational, 
shopping, and cultural activity for the city and is among the most popular attractions in the 
entire Antelope Valley.  Existing businesses flourished and new businesses were attracted to the 
area and retail sales in downtown Lancaster had doubled one year after the project was opened.  
Although only a couple of years old, the $41 million public investment in the project has, to date, 
resulted in more than $270 million in economic output, more than 800 permanent jobs, 1,100 
construction jobs, hundreds of new housing units, and more than $13 million in state and local 
revenues.3  Property values in the surrounding area have risen by 10 percent, at a time when 
the rest of the city saw values decline by 1.25 percent. 

More than 40 new businesses have flocked to the BLVD since its creation, and it has quickly 
become the Antelope Valley’s premier destination for shopping, dining, and entertainment.  It 

                                            

3 The City of Lancaster. 
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also serves as a major center of community activity, with regular special events and a wide 
variety of businesses ready to serve Lancaster’s residents and visitors. 

Photographs depicting conditions before and after the BLVD Transformation Project are shown 
below. 
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Photo sources:  City of Lancaster, and Moule & Polyzoides Architects 

Add i t i ona l  Researc h  on  Roadwa y  Impa c ts  

Other communities throughout the United States have demonstrated similar positive impacts 
resulting from roadway enhancements, and the strengthening of retail districts that can be 
achieved by increasing pedestrian activity.  The City of Lodi, for example, experienced a 
30-percent increase in downtown sales tax revenues resulting from the retrofit of five main 
street blocks in which sidewalks were widened; curbs were bulbed out at intersections; gateway 
features were constructed; and trees, lighting, benches, and other streetscape amenities were 
added.4  Other examples from a study prepared by the New York Department of Transportation 
further demonstrated the positive impacts that better walking infrastructure provides on retail 
sales.  This study showed an increase in retail sales of 49 percent in a case study neighborhood 
after bicycle traffic was enhanced through the addition of separated bike lanes, and more than 
170-percent increase in sales adjacent to a former parking lot that was converted to a walkable 
pedestrian plaza.5 

                                            

4 “The Economic Benefits of Walkable Communities,” California Local Government Commission, Center 
for Local Communities. 

5 “Measuring the Streets,” New York Department of Transportation, 2012. 
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In addition to the case-study research described above, EPS consulted several academic and 
professional studies that evaluated the influence of bypass and roadway realignment projects on 
their surrounding local and regional economies.6 

From this case study, professional and academic research, EPS distilled several key findings that 
can be applied to assess the potential impact of the Project.  Key findings from this research 
include the following items: 

 In general, roadway realignment projects very rarely have acute impacts on their local 
economies, except in very small communities with less than 1,000 population. 

 Non-descript highway-oriented towns have a much more difficult time transitioning their local 
economies after realignments are constructed than those that cater to local residents or offer 
tourist attractions. 

 Towns that serve as residential communities or as tourist destinations can benefit from 
reduced traffic and improved safety as a result of highway realignments. 

 Gas stations and quick service or fast food restaurants cater the most to pass-through traffic.  
These types of convenience-oriented uses are the most likely to be impacted by the diversion 
of traffic because of realignments. 

 Other visitor-serving businesses, such as motels, art galleries, antique stores, and curio 
shops, cater more to visitors attracted to the community as a destination rather than those 
simply passing through.  These businesses are less likely to be negatively impacted by 
realignments and may find that business improves as the downtown is turned into a 
destination. 

 Businesses that serve local residents, such as drug stores, banks, and grocery stores, are 
generally not impacted by realignments. 

 While realignments can often have short-term (and negative) impacts on the local economy, 
sales often improve in the longer term. 

 Reducing traffic volumes in tourist areas often helps to improve the attractiveness of the area 
and can lead to higher sales activity in the affected area and other economic benefits, 
including added jobs, municipal revenues, higher incomes, etc. 

 Tourist-oriented retail is among the least vulnerable category of retail to a loss in visibility.  
In fact, these types of retailers often become more successful when traffic is slowed and 
pedestrian activity is increased. 

                                            

6 Studies consulted during this process include California Bypass Study:  The Economic Impacts of 
Bypasses, Volume 1 (2006); The Economic Impacts of Highway Bypasses on Communities (1998); 
The Impacts of Bypasses on Small- and Medium-Sized Communities: and Econometric Analysis 
(2002); The Impact of a New Bypass Route on the Local Economic and Quality of Life (2001); The 
Economic Impact Analysis of the St. Croix River Crossing, (2004), and others. 
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Fanny	Bridge	Business	Survey

1	/	37

Q1	What	is	the	name	of	your	business?
Answered:	64	 Skipped:	0



Fanny	Bridge	Business	Survey

2	/	37

Q2	What	is	your	business	address?
Answered:	64	 Skipped:	0



Fanny	Bridge	Business	Survey

3	/	37

3.13% 2

10.94% 7

6.25% 4

0% 0

1.56% 1

7.81% 5

3.13% 2

25% 16

42.19% 27

Q3	Please	denote	the	type	of	business	you
represent.

Answered:	64	 Skipped:	0

Food/	Grocery	Store

Restaurant/	Bar/	Grill/	Cafe

Sporting	Goods	Store

Apparel	Store

Art	Gallery

Other	Retail

Hotel

Professional	Office

Other	(please	specify)

Total 64

Food/
Grocery

Store

Restaurant/
Bar/	Grill/

Cafe

Sporting
Goods	Store

Apparel
Store

Art	Gallery

Other	Retail

Hotel

Professional
Office

Other
(please

specify)
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Answer	Choices Responses



Fanny	Bridge	Business	Survey

4	/	37

83.87% 52

83.87% 52

Q4	How	many	employees	do	you	have	(on
average	throughout	the	year)?

Answered:	62	 Skipped:	2

Full-time

Part-time

Total	Respondents:	62

Answer	Choices Responses
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Q5	How	long	has	your	business	been
operating	at	its	current	location?

Answered:	63	 Skipped:	1



Fanny	Bridge	Business	Survey

6	/	37

Q6	As	a	percentage,	how	much	revenue	is
provided	to	your	business	from	each	of	the

following	categories?
Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

Percentage	full-time	residents 37.08 1,780 48

Percentage	2nd	home-owners	(part-time	residents) 30.66 1,441 47

Percentage	tourists 32.36 1,424 44

Total	Respondents:	48

Percentage
full-time

residents

Percentage
2nd

home-
owners...

Percentage
tourists

0 50

Answer	Choices Av erage	Number Total	Number Responses
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7.84% 4

9.80% 5

11.76% 6

54.90% 28

15.69% 8

Q7	Has	the	balance	of	customers	changed
over	the	past	ten	years?

Answered:	51	 Skipped:	13

Yes,	greater	percentage	of	full-time	residents

Yes,	greater	percentage	of	2nd	home-owners	(part-time	residents)

Yes,	greater	percentage	of	tourists

Not	a	significant	change	to	customer	composition

Not	sure

Total 51
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Yes,	greater
percentage
of	tourists

Not	a
significant

change	to...

Not	sure
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Q8	If	your	customer	base	has	shifted,	why
do	you	think	this	is?

Answered:	18	 Skipped:	46
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8% 4

22% 11

34% 17

36% 18

Q9	What	percentage	of	your	customers	are
“repeat”	customers?

Answered:	50	 Skipped:	14

0%	to	25%

26%	to	50%

51%	to	75%

76%	to	100%

Total 50
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37.25% 19

58.82% 30

3.92% 2

Q10	How	has	your	business	performed	in
2013	(so	far),	as	compared	to	previous

years?
Answered:	51	 Skipped:	13

About	average

Better	than	average

Worse	than	average

Total 51
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39.22% 20

19.61% 10

35.29% 18

5.88% 3

Q11	What	do	you	expect	your	future
business	conditions	to	be?

Answered:	51	 Skipped:	13

Stronger,	more	business	activity	in	the	same	amount	of	space

Sronger,	will	look	to	expand	the	size	of	my	operation

About	the	same

Weaker

Total 51
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78% 39

16% 8

28.00% 14

8% 4

Q12	Which	season(s)	generally	produce	the
highest	sales?

Answered:	50	 Skipped:	14

Summer	(June	-	August)

Fall	(September	-	December)

Winter	(January	-	March)

Spring	(April	-	May)

Total	Respondents:	50
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26% 13

74% 37

Q13	Has	this	seasonality	pattern	changed	in
the	past	decade?
Answered:	50	 Skipped:	14

Yes

No

Total 50
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Q14	If	seasonal	pattern	has	changed,	why?
Answered:	14	 Skipped:	50
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8% 4

8% 4

14.00% 7

70% 35

Q15	Approximately	what	percentage	of	your
customers	do	you	estimate	arrive	to	your

business	doorstep	by	automobile	(as
opposed	to	by	foot,	bicycle,	public	transit,

or	other	means)?
Answered:	50	 Skipped:	14

0%	to	25%

26%	to	50%

51%	to	75%

76%	to	100%

Total 50
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79.17% 38

18.75% 9

0% 0

2.08% 1

Q16	In	your	opinion,	what	percentage	of
your	customers	are	staying	or	living	nearby

within	a	comfortable	walking	or	biking
distance	of	your	business?

Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

0%	to	25%

26%	to	50%

51%	to	75%

76%	to	100%

Total 48
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31.25% 15

14.58% 7

4.17% 2

8.33% 4

41.67% 20

Q17	From	where	do	you	believe	most	of
your	customers	originate	their	trip	to	your

business?
Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

From	Tahoe	City	or	immediate	vicinity

South	on	Highway	89	from	Squaw	Valley	or	Truckee

North	on	Highway	89	from	Homewood	or	South	Lake	Tahoe

West	on	Highway	28	from	Kings	Beach,	Incline	Village,	or	other	North	Lake	Tahoe	locations

Don’t	know

Total 48
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75% 36

20.83% 10

4.17% 2

0% 0

Q18	Of	the	visitors	who	patronize	your
business,	approximately	how	many

frequent	your	business	as	a	result	of
exploring	Tahoe	City	(as	opposed	coming

directly	and	solely	to	your	business)?
Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

0%	to	25%

26%	to	50%

51%	to	75%

76%	to	100%

Total 48
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72.34% 34

12.77% 6

2.13% 1

12.77% 6

Q19	In	your	opinion,	of	the	customers	that
were	previously	unaware	of	your	business,

what	percentage	were	“captured”	as	a
result	of	vehicular	pass-by	visibility	(i.e.,
chose	to	visit	because	they	saw	it	while

driving	by)?
Answered:	47	 Skipped:	17

0%	to	25%

26%	to	50%

51%	to	75%

76%	to	100%

Total 47
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52.17% 24

30.43% 14

17.39% 8

Q20	Do	your	customers	need	to	park
adjacent	to	your	business,	or	can	they

easily	walk	to	it?
Answered:	46	 Skipped:	18

Must	park	adjacent

Suitable	for	pedestrians

Not	sure

Total 46
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62.50% 30

31.25% 15

6.25% 3

Q21	Is	the	supply	of	parking	generally
adequate	to	serve	your	customers?

Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

Yes

No

Not	sure

Total 48
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8.16% 4

28.57% 14

2.04% 1

12.24% 6

48.98% 24

Q22	Do	community	events	such	as	Farmers
Markets	or	summer	concerts	at	Commons
Beach	have	an	impact	on	your	business?

Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Yes,	major	positive	impact	on	sales

Yes,	minor	positive	impact	on	sales

Yes,	major	negative	impact	on	sales

Yes,	minor	negative	impact	on	sales

No	noticeable	impact	on	sales

Total 49
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4.08% 2

26.53% 13

20.41% 10

20.41% 10

28.57% 14

Q23	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“My	business	loses

customers	because	of	traffic	congestion	in
and	around	Tahoe	City.”

Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 49
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6.12% 3

12.24% 6

34.69% 17

8.16% 4

38.78% 19

Q24	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“The	potential	to
occasionally	close	Fanny	Bridge	for

festivals	and	events	would	be	a	positive
influence	on	MY	BUSINESS.”

Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 49
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18.37% 9

24.49% 12

16.33% 8

16.33% 8

24.49% 12

Q25	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“The	potential	to
occasionally	close	Fanny	Bridge	for

festivals	and	events	would	be	a	positive
influence	on	TAHOE	CITY'S	LOCAL

ECONOMY.”
Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 49
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37.50% 18

29.17% 14

14.58% 7

10.42% 5

8.33% 4

Q26	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“Fanny	Bridge	must
remain	open	to	vehicular	traffic	at	all	times
to	maintain	the	health	of	MY	BUSINESS.”

Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 48
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47.92% 23

20.83% 10

12.50% 6

10.42% 5

8.33% 4

Q27	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“Fanny	Bridge	must
remain	open	to	vehicular	traffic	at	all	times

to	maintain	the	health	of	TAHOE	CITY'S
LOCAL	ECONOMY.”

Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 48

Strongly
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Strongly
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22.92% 11

22.92% 11

33.33% 16

0% 0

20.83% 10

Q28	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“Signage	and

wayfinding	elements	will	largely	determine
the	influence	of	a	new/	relocated	Highway

89	intersection	on	MY	BUSINESS.”
Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 48
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28.57% 14

36.73% 18

14.29% 7

4.08% 2

16.33% 8

Q29	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“Signage	and

wayfinding	elements	will	largely	determine
the	influence	of	a	new/	relocated	Highway
89	intersection	on	TAHOE	CITY'S	LOCAL

ECONOMY.”
Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 49
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18.37% 9

30.61% 15

16.33% 8

10.20% 5

24.49% 12

Q30	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“Better	connectivity	to

the	rest	of	the	region	through	transit
opportunities	(waterborne	transit,	transit

center,	and	other	types	of	public
transportation)	will	benefit	my	business.”

Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 49
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55.10% 27

28.57% 14

8.16% 4

6.12% 3

2.04% 1

Q31	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“My	business	will
benefit	if	Tahoe	City	can	attract	more

visitors.”
Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 49
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53.06% 26

26.53% 13

10.20% 5

4.08% 2

6.12% 3

Q32	Please	note	your	agreement	with	the
following	statement:	“Tahoe	City	needs

additional	events,	attractions	and	amenities
in	order	to	entice	more	visitors.”

Answered:	49	 Skipped:	15

Strongly	agree

Agree	somewhat

Neutral

Disagree	somewhat

Strongly	disagree

Total 49
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22.50% 9

10% 4

0% 0

20% 8

47.50% 19

Q33	What	is	the	greatest	detriment	to	Tahoe
City?

Answered:	40	 Skipped:	24

Traffic	congestion

Lack	of	activities

Shortage	of	recreational	options

Competition	from	nearby	resort	areas

Lack	of	Overnight	accommodations

Total 40
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Q34	What	do	customers	generally	like	best
about	the	Tahoe	City	area?

Answered:	42	 Skipped:	22
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Q35	What	are	your	customers'	most
commonly	expressed	complaint	about	the

Tahoe	City	area?
Answered:	43	 Skipped:	21
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Q36	What	types	of	new	businesses	or
amenities	would	benefit	Tahoe	City	the

most?
Answered:	43	 Skipped:	21
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87.50% 42

12.50% 6

Q37	Do	you	think	that	the	Lake	Tahoe
region	has	remained	relevant	as	a

destination	resort	area?
Answered:	48	 Skipped:	16
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